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Abstract— This paper presents the design, low-temperature1

co-fired ceramics (LTCC) fabrication, and full experimental ver-2

ification of novel dielectric flat lens antennas for future high data3

rate 5G wireless communication systems in the 60 GHz band.4

We introduce and practically completely evaluate and compare5

the performance of three different inhomogeneous gradient-index6

dielectric lenses with the effective parameters circularly and7

cylindrically distributed. These lenses, despite their planar profile8

antenna configuration, allow full 2-D beam scanning of high-gain9

radiation beams. A time-domain spectroscopy system is used to10

practically evaluate the permittivity profile achieved with the11

LTCC manufacturing process, obtaining very good results to12

confirm the viability of fabricating inhomogeneous flat lenses13

in a mass production technology. Then, the lenses performance14

is evaluated in terms of radiation pattern parameters, maximum15

gain, beam scanning, bandwidth performance, efficiencies, and16

impedance matching in the whole frequency band of interest.17

Finally, the performance of the three lenses is also experimentally18

evaluated and compared to a single omni-directional antenna19

and to a ten-element uniform linear array of omni-directional20

antennas in real 60 GHz wireless personal area network indoor21

line-of-sight (LOS) and obstructed-LOS environments, obtaining22

interesting and promising remarkable results in terms of mea-23

sured received power and root-mean-square delay spread. At the24

end of this paper, an innovative switched-beam antenna array25

concept based on the presented cylindrically distributed effective26

parameters lens is also introduced and completely evaluated,27

confirming the potential applicability of the proposed antenna28

solution for future 5G wireless millimeter-wave communication29

system.30

Index Terms— 5G, 60 GHz band, beam steering, delay spread,31

flat lens antennas, inhomogeneous lenses, low-temperature32
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co-fired ceramics (LTCC), millimeter-wave antennas, power delay 33

profile (PDP), smart antennas, switched-beam arrays, wireless 34

personal area network (WPAN). 35

I. INTRODUCTION 36

THE future broadband wireless communication systems 37

will have the need for more bandwidth in order to satisfy 38

the increasing demands to achieve higher data rates. In this 39

sense, the millimeter-wave frequency band will play a key role 40

in fifth generation (5G) wireless cellular networks [1]–[3]. 41

Four different frequency bands around 28, 38, 60, 42

and 73 GHz have been considered in the millimeter-wave 43

region as perfect candidates for future 5G mobile communica- 44

tion systems in both indoor and outdoor environments [3], [4]. 45

Actually, wireless personal area networks (WPANs) for high- 46

speed data rate short-range communications around 60 GHz 47

band (from 57 to 64 GHz in the United States, and up to 48

66 GHz in Europe [5]), have attracted growing attention from 49

the scientific community and industry in the last years. This 50

huge amount of bandwidth available could allow the develop- 51

ment of high throughput transmission systems for the future 52

5G cellular networks. However, at millimeter-wave frequen- 53

cies, the path loss in free-space propagation is considerably 54

higher than at lower microwave frequencies (for example, the 55

attenuation is up to 28 dB higher at 60 GHz compared to 56

at 2.45 GHz, for a fixed transmission distance). Therefore, 57

in order to allow future 5G millimeter-wave devices to achieve 58

high data rate wireless transmissions, from the antenna point 59

of view, it is absolutely necessary to dispose of high-directive 60

antennas to overcome the aforementioned huge path loss 61

attenuation. Additionally, antennas with certain beam-steering 62

capabilities are also desirable in order to facilitate the recon- 63

figuration of the radiation beam in situations of transmission 64

blockage between devices in line-of-sight (LOS), obstructed- 65

LOS (OLOS), or even in non-LOS (NLOS). Moreover, beam- 66

steerable adaptive antennas for 5G systems are not yet 67

conveniently available at most millimeter-wave frequencies, 68

even for researchers in order to measure and characterize the 69

channel at a wide frequency range [6]. 70

So far, many types of antenna structures have been proposed 71

for millimeter-wave wireless communication systems around 72

60 GHz frequency band [7], most of them based on the com- 73

plex phased-array antenna concept. With this antenna solution, 74
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high-gain radiation beams can be scanned in two-dimensions75

at a fast rate. However, they require a difficult integration of76

some complex, lossy, and bulky components such solid-state77

phase shifters, making this antenna alternative very expensive78

at high frequencies for consumer mobile devices.79

Aperture antennas, such as profiled lenses, rectangu-80

lar or conical horns, and reflectors are traditional antenna81

solutions at millimeter-wave frequencies for communications,82

radar, and imaging applications due to their high gain and wide83

bandwidth. However, most common apertures with beam-84

scanning capabilities result in a large and volumetric antenna85

configuration not suitable for consumer mobile devices86

(e.g., a homogeneous profiled lens illuminated by a conical87

horn antenna with a mechanical system to steer the radiation88

beam in two-dimensions [8]), or their planar implementation89

allow only 1-D beam steering, instead of 2-D.90

Consequently, in [9], we introduced a planar profile antenna91

configuration based on the switched-beam array antenna92

concept (see [10]) with an inhomogeneous gradient-index93

dielectric flat lens to steer and enhance the radiation in a94

specific direction, achieving a 2-D beam scanning of high-gain95

radiation beams while maintaining a completely flat antenna96

profile very suitable for medium-sized mobile devices. The97

novel inhomogeneous flat lens design used in the switched-98

beam antenna array was introduced, fabricated, and electro-99

magnetically characterized in [11].100

Therefore, compared to previously published works, in this101

paper, we introduce design, numerical simulation, novel102

fabrication in low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) tech-103

nology, full experimental verification, and practical applica-104

tion of two new inhomogeneous gradient-index dielectric flat105

lenses for future high data rate 5G wireless communication106

systems in the 60 GHz band. The performance of these107

lenses, which have their effective dielectric parameters cir-108

cularly and cylindrically distributed, is also compared to the109

aforementioned lens presented in [11], in terms of radiation110

pattern parameters, highest achievable gain, beam-scanning111

capabilities in both theta and phi dimensions, bandwidth112

performance, efficiencies, and impedance matching over the113

whole frequency band of interest. Then, the performance of the114

three lenses is also experimentally evaluated and compared to115

a single omni-directional antenna and to a ten-element uniform116

linear array (ULA) of omni-directional antennas in a real117

60 GHz WPAN indoor environment under LOS and OLOS118

conditions, in terms of measured received power and root-119

mean-square (RMS) delay spread [15], [16], to evaluate their120

practical application as smart antenna solutions for high data121

rate 5G millimeter-wave systems, not only for mobile devices122

but also as a possible solution for access points (APs) [17],123

or even for outdoor base stations (BS), due to their flat124

antenna configuration and 2-D scanning capability of high-125

gain radiation beams. Finally, in the last section of this paper,AQ:1 126

we also introduce a new switched-beam antenna array concept127

based on a novel cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens,128

which has an effective gradient-index in one axis, while a129

constant index is maintained along the other one. With this130

cylindrical effective parameter distribution, the beam scanning131

can be performed in one plane by moving (or selecting) the132

Fig. 1. Circularly distributed parameters flat lens concept and modeling by
using triangular unit cells of perforations.

position of a radiating single element along the gradient-index 133

axis, whereas the beam can be maintained invariant in the 134

other direction, in which the effective parameters are kept 135

constant, despite changing the radiating element position in 136

this particular axis. In this way, the beam scanning can be 137

achieved in the constant-index axis of the lens by means 138

of a different technique, a frequency-scanned slot antenna 139

array (FSSA), which it is also introduced at the end of this 140

paper, in order to reduce the switching elements needed in 141

the proposed complete switched-beam antenna array structure, 142

to finally perform the scan of the high-gain radiation beam in 143

both theta and phi dimensions of the space. 144

II. FLAT LENSES DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS 145

Two different new inhomogeneous gradient-index dielectric 146

flat lenses are designed and numerically simulated, each one 147

with its particular effective parameters distribution, in order 148

to obtain two different radiation pattern characteristics and 149

beam-steering capabilities. In this sense, we are interested in 150

achieving two different high-gain beam shapes: a pencil-beam 151

and a fan-beam radiation patterns, because depending on the 152

situation they have been experimentally proved as attractive 153

solutions in the millimeter-wave frequency band for indoor 154

communications [17] and 5G systems [18]. 155

A. Concept Description 156

The particular parameters in both lens designs are optimized 157

previously considering the constraints and difficulties in the 158

fabrication of inhomogeneous lenses. Regarding this point, 159

we investigated the possibility of fabricating the designs in 160

a mass production technology such as LTTC technology. 161

Therefore, in the following sections, the concept description AQ:2162

and design considerations are defined taking into account the 163

viability in the subsequently prototype fabrication. 164

1) Circularly Distributed Parameters Flat Lens Concept: 165

The inhomogeneous gradient-index circular flat lens operat- 166

ing principle and design procedure are completely described 167

in [11], and the theoretical concept is depicted in Fig. 1. 168

Fundamentally, the design consists of a set of six concentric 169

rings of different permittivity (εr ) materials, in order to pro- 170

duce the desired phase delays required to obtain a plane wave 171

behind the lens, when the lens is illuminated from its central 172

focus position. In the same way, when the feeding position 173
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Fig. 2. Cyllindrically distributed parameters flat lens concept and modeling
by using triangular unit cells of perforations.

is moved along y- orx-directions (see Fig. 1), the different174

permittivity values of the lens produce a linear phase slope175

that steers the beam, accordingly [11]. Given the lens circular176

effective parameters distribution, the described behavior is177

independent of the axis in which the feeding antenna is moved178

along; the beam will be steered in the same manner.179

2) Cylindrically Distributed Parameters Flat Lens Concept:180

As it has been stated before, a fan-beam radiation pattern181

(i.e., a beam with a narrow beamwidth in one dimension,182

broader in the orthogonal) could be very useful for many appli-183

cations. More specifically, it has been successfully evaluated184

for high-speed indoor communication systems operating in the185

60 GHz band [17], recommending its utilization in certain186

situations at APs or portable stations (PSs), for example,187

due to its good immunity to azimuth pointing deviation [17].188

Therefore, in order to achieve a fan-beam pattern, a cylindrical189

lens, to correct the phase of a feeding antenna only in one190

dimension, in which the beam will be narrower, is needed.191

Therefore, in order to achieve a fan-beam radiation pattern,192

a cylindrical lens, to correct the phase of a feeding antenna193

only in one dimension, in which the beam will be narrower, is194

needed. However, it is essential to preserve a planar structure,195

despite a cylindrical permittivity profile is needed. Hence,196

the cylindrically distributed parameters lens functioning prin-197

ciple, along its gradient-index axis, is the same as for the198

previous circular lens described in [11], while in the constant-199

index axis, the lens is not performing any phase correction, and200

thus the radiation beam from the source is not being modified.201

The introduced novel lens achieves the desired behavior at202

the same time it preserves a planar antenna structure, very203

interesting for all aforementioned reasons related to APs204

and PSs.205

The cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens concept is206

depicted in Fig. 2. Fundamentally, consists in a set of eleven207

rectangular sections of six different permittivity materials, to208

produce the desired phase delays required to obtain a plane209

wave, when the lens is illuminated from its central focus210

position, in the same way as it has been described for the211

circular lens. Likewise, when the feeding position is moved212

along y-direction (see Fig. 2), the different permittivity values213

produce a linear phase slope, which steers the beam only along214

the gradient-index axis (i.e., along y-direction), accordingly.215

As a result of the lens cylindrical parameters distribution,216

TABLE I

LTCC PERFORATED LENSES CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS

if the position of the feeding element is moved along the 217

constant-index axis (i.e., x-direction), the beam is maintained 218

invariant, because the phase is not being corrected in this 219

specific dimension, to finally obtain the desired fan-beam 220

pattern. 221

B. Practical Dielectric Gradient-Index Flat Lens Design 222

After an optimization process, with a tradeoff between the 223

maximum achievable gain and aperture dimensions (gain val- 224

ues greater than 14 dB, or even 20 dB, are required to ensure 225

acceptable system performance and range around 60 GHz 226

band [8], [10]), the theoretical lens total dimensions are fixed 227

in 25 mm × 25 mm (5λ60 GHz × 5λ60 GHz), and 25 mm in 228

diameter, for the cylindrically and circularly distributed para- 229

meters lenses, respectively, with 7 mm thickness (1.4λ60 GHz), 230

and a focal length of F = 6.25 mm (1.25λ60 GHz), for both 231

lenses. 232

Applying the functioning principle and design procedure 233

described in [11] for the circular flat lens, and the same 234

principle for the cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens 235

but considering the particularities explained in the previous 236

section, the set of six different permittivity values needed, AQ:3237

respectively, for the different six rings or eleven zones of both 238

lenses are obtained and summarized in Table I. 239

Then, we selected the DuPont 9k7 (εr = 7.l, tan δ = 240

0.0009) dielectric material in order to model, simulate, and 241

fabricate the final LTCC lens prototypes, using an interesting 242

alternative to traditional fabrication methods, which consists 243

in perforating a single layer of dielectric substrate, as it 244

is described in [11]–[14], to reduce its effective dielectric 245

constant. If the diameter of the holes perforated in the sub- 246

strate (d) and the distance between them (s) are kept smaller 247

than λeff/2, the substrate will appear to have a uniform effec- 248

tive permittivity. Hence, the set of characteristic parameters 249

(εreff , α, d , and s) of the final prototypes modeled by perfo- 250

rations, using triangular unit cells of holes, are also summa- 251

rized in Table I, where the filling factor (α) is the fraction 252

of area (or volume) of substrate material removed by the 253

perforations to smoothly lower the permittivity from 7.1 to 2.9, 254

depending on the diameter (d) and distance (s). The complete 255

mathematical expressions to obtain the set of the character- 256

istic parameters, which define the perforated lens, can be 257

found in [12]. 258
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Fig. 3. H-plane gain radiation pattern simulation results at 60 GHz for each
Rho position of the WR-15 along x-dimension of the circular LTCC lens.

C. Simulation Results259

In this section, the two designed dielectric flat lenses are260

briefly numerically analyzed to test their focusing capabilities261

and performance in the whole frequency band of interest.262

1) Circular LTCC Flat Lens Simulation Results: The circu-263

lar perforated flat lens model has been simulated at 60 GHz264

band, from 57 to 66 GHz, using the time-domain solver of CST265

Microwave Studio. A complete set of nine different simula-266

tions have been performed corresponding to different discrete267

positions of a radiating element (which could correspond to268

the positions of antenna elements in a switched-beam array)269

along x-direction (see Fig. 3), going from Rho = −8 mm to270

Rho = +8 mm, in steps of 2 mm, testing the gain performance271

and beam-steering capabilities of the lens. The radiating ele-272

ment used consists of a rectangular aperture, a WR-15 open-273

ended waveguide model, with the E-field linearly polarized274

along the y-direction, which provides an efficient illumination275

of the lens with around −14 dB edge taper in the H-plane.276

The WR15 model is well matched (S11 < −10 dB) in the277

whole frequency band and for all the feeding positions. The278

WR-15 open-ended waveguide has been chosen to feed279

the lenses during the simulations and measurements because it280

represents a standard very well-known topology for antennas,281

instead of using other antenna alternatives, despite this would282

lead to a volumetric antenna configuration. However, a com-283

pletely planar antenna architecture suitable for mobile devices284

can be achieved, for example, with the lenses illuminated by285

a planar array of CPW-fed slot antennas, instead of an open-286

ended waveguide, as it is demonstrated in [9]. Nevertheless,287

in [9] it is shown that the lens performance in terms of gain288

radiation patterns is comparable to the performance achieved289

when the lens are fed by an open-ended waveguide. Moreover,290

the WR-15 feeding offers more flexibility in the setup during291

the experimental part of this paper. Then, for each Rho position292

of the feeding waveguide, the corresponding H-plane radiation293

patters are plotted at 60 GHz in Fig. 3. The simulation results294

at 60 GHz indicate that with the proposed design we are able295

to achieve up to 18.6 dB of broadside gain, beam-steering296

capabilities in both planes from −25° to +25° with around297

17 dB gain, and up to ±45° with around 14 dB gain, with298

low sidelobe levels (SLLs). Note that given the lens symmetry299

Fig. 4. E-plane gain radiation pattern simulation results at 60 GHz for each
Rho feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along gradient axis of the lens.

Fig. 5. H-plane gain radiation pattern simulation results at 60 GHz for each
X feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along constant axis of the lens.

identical E-plane radiation patterns are obtained when the lens 300

is fed in the same way as for the H-plane, and therefore 301

are not shown. Moreover, very good gain stability within the 302

whole 60 GHz band is observed from the simulated bandwidth 303

performance, plotted in Fig. 6. 304

2) Cylindrical LTCC Flat Lens Simulation Results: The 305

cylindrically distributed parameters perforated flat lens model 306

has been simulated from 57 to 66 GHz, using the time-domain 307

solver of CST Microwave Studio, in the same way as in 308

the previous section, along the gradient-index axis (to test AQ:4309

its beam-steering capabilities), and along the constant-index 310

axis (to test that the beam produced by the lens remains 311

almost invariant despite the position of the feeding antenna 312

in this specific dimension). Therefore, a complete set of nine 313

different simulations have been performed corresponding to 314

different discrete positions of a radiating element along the 315

gradient-index axis (i.e., y-direction in Fig. 2), going from 316

Rho = −8 mm to Rho = +8 mm, in steps of 2 mm, 317

testing the beam-steering capabilities of the lens. Another 318

set of nine different simulations have also been performed 319

moving the radiating element along the constant-index axis 320

(i.e., x-direction), to test that the beam produced by the lens 321

remains almost invariant despite the position of the feeding 322

antenna. 323

In both sets of simulations, the radiating element used 324

is a rectangular aperture model, a WR15 waveguide 325

(S11 < −10 dB) in the whole frequency band), which provides 326
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Fig. 6. Simulated bandwith performance: gain for different Rho positions
of the WR15 feeding the designed lenses in the whole frequency band of
interest.

an efficient lens illumination with around −12 dB edge taper327

in the E-plane. Then, for each position of the radiating328

waveguide, the corresponding E-plane and H-plane radiation329

patterns are plotted at 60 GHz in Figs. 4 and 5, for the330

gradient-index and constant-index cases, respectively. As it is331

shown, the expected behavior of the lens is obtained for both332

described cases: a radiation beam with around 15 dB of gain333

can be steered ±15° in the gradient axis, and up to ±60°334

with more than 10 dB gain, while a radiation beam with335

around 15 dB gain is practically maintained invariant pointing336

to the broadside direction despite the feeding aperture is being337

moved along the constant-index axis, allowing us to perform338

the beam scanning in this direction by using a different339

technique. The maximum gain obtained in our numerical340

results is slightly lower compared to the gain achieved with the341

inhomogeneous circular lenses, because in this case the cylin-342

drically distributed parameters flat lens is performing the phase343

correction only in one single dimension instead of two. For this344

reason, the radiation beam obtained is a fan-beam type pattern345

(i.e., a beam with a narrow beamwidth in one dimension,346

broader in the orthogonal), which could be also very inter-347

esting for some particular applications such as radar and348

imaging systems, and more specifically for high-speed indoor349

communication systems at 60 GHz, in which this kind of pat-350

tern has been successfully assessed [17]. From the simulation351

results, we also obtain total and radiation efficiencies around352

90%–95% for the lens fed with the aforementioned353

rectangular aperture, since a low-loss LTCC substrate354

is used.355

3) Rogers TMM6 Flat Lens Simulation Results: For compar-356

ison purposes, the circular dielectric flat lens introduced in [11]357

is also considered during the experimental assessments carried358

out along this paper. Since the radiation pattern numerical359

results obtained for this lens have been already published360

in [11], they are not shown here. Instead, the bandwidth361

performance for the circular TMM6 lens, and for the two new362

LTCC lenses, is plotted in Fig. 6.363

Fig. 7. LTCC dielectric flat lens prototypes fabrication: 31 DuPont 9k7 layers
aligned and stacked together before the lamination process.

III. LTCC FABRICATION OF THE PROTOTYPES 364

Once the new designed LTCC lenses have been numeri- 365

cally tested, and promising simulation results were obtained, 366

different prototypes have been fabricated at the facilities of 367

the Universitat Politècnica de València in LTCC technology in 368

order to, first, characterize their performance with a complete 369

set of measurements, and then, experimentally evaluate their 370

practical application as smart antenna solution for high data 371

rate 5G millimeter-wave systems. A good description of the 372

complete LTCC fabrication process can be found in [19]. 373

Essentially, the LTCC process consists in building a mul- 374

tilayered substrate structure with the capability of printing 375

different metallization individually in each single dielectric 376

glass/ceramic sheet (called green tape). Thus, LTCC allows 377

processing all the design layers separately. 378

Once all the layers are processed in parallel, separately, 379

they are stacked, laminated together at high pressure in an 380

isostatic process (around 210 kg/cm2), and co-fired (sintering 381

process) at a temperature of 850 °C during 26.5 h. After 382

a preconditioning process, in which each sheet of smooth 383

green-tape dielectric substrate is heated up to 120 °C during 384

20 min, we perform at each layer a total of around 1500 holes 385

with a via punching process machine, to finally achieve the 386

desired gradient-index permittivity profile in one axis, while 387

a constant-index profile is achieved in the orthogonal one, 388

for the cylindrically distributed lens, and a gradient index 389

along both axis, for the circular lens. These small holes, 390

of only 0.4 and 0.2 mm in diameter, are performed on the soft 391

254 μm thickness DuPont GreenTape 9k7 dielectric substrate. 392

After the punching process, the 31 layers needed to finally 393

build the lens are stacked together, laminated, and sintered in 394

order to obtain a single monolithic structure of 7 mm thick- 395

ness. During the lamination and sintering LTCC processes, 396

the material is shrinking 11.8% in z-direction and 9.1% in 397

x- and y-directions, and therefore, we previously considered 398

this shrinkage of the substrate material before manufacturing 399

the final lens design to achieve the characteristic parameters 400

explained in Section II (lens thickness, via-hole dimensions, 401

and separation between holes). 402

It is remarkable that the proposed fabrication method 403

reduces considerably the final fabrication time compared to 404

the fabrication time needed for manufacturing the TMM6 lens 405
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Fig. 8. LTCC dielectric flat lens prototypes with the effective permittivity
circularly and cylindrically distributed. A microscopic image of a high hole
density zone is shown in the inset of the upper-right corner.

Fig. 9. TDS system placed on an optical talbe used to characterize different
materials. A detailed image of the two focusing lenses of the system and the
lens under test placed in between is shown in the inset.

introduced in [11], which was huge using carbide drills on a406

hard substrate, because the LTCC process allows to perform407

1000 holes/min on each soft substrate layer. A photograph of408

the set of 31 DuPont LTCC material layers stacked to build the409

lenses is shown in Fig. 7, and a photograph of final prototypes410

is shown in Fig. 8, where a detailed microscopic image of a411

high-density zone of holes is additionally provided.412

IV. FLAT LENSES MEASUREMENT RESULTS413

A set of measurements have been conducted at AntennaLab414

facilities of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya in order415

to characterize the performance of the introduced flat lenses416

for future high-speed 5G millimeter-wave applications.417

A. Flat Lenses Permittivity Profile Measurements418

Before testing the performance of the two dielectric flat419

lenses in terms of radiation patterns parameters, S-parameters,420

or efficiencies, it is fundamental and very interesting to assert421

that the required permittivity profiles have been achieved after422

the LTCC fabrication process.423

With the described purpose, to precisely measure the per-424

mittivity profile of the fabricated prototypes a time-domain425

spectroscopy (TDS) system has been used. Our complete TDS426

measurement system is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of a femto-427

second pulsed laser, which generates very short pulses that are428

sampled by using an optical delay stage. Once the complete429

Fig. 10. 3-D representation of the mesured permittivity profile for the circular
TMM6 lens (top), LTCC circular (middle), and LTCC cylindrical (bottom).

pulse is retrieved, a discrete Fourier transform is performed in 430

order to obtain the spectrum, as it is usually realized in most 431

of the TDS systems. In this specific case, despite our TDS 432

system is a terahertz-TDS system, which is able to measure up 433

to 1–1.5 THz, it is also capable of measuring with a dynamic 434

range (DR) above 30 dB around 60 GHz, and with a DR 435

above 50 dB around 100 GHz. Taking advantage of the small 436

beam spot generated by our TDS system, which is collimated 437

with two focusing lenses placed after the photoconductive 438

receiver and transmitter antennas, we are able to precisely 439

characterize the permittivity of different materials by using the 440

delay produced introducing the sample in between, compared 441

to the signal in free space. First, a solid sample of the 442

DuPont 9k7 LTCC material has been measured, validating 443

the maximum permittivity around 7, as it was expected. After 444

that, some different samples with uniform hole distribution 445

have also been tested, obtaining the expected results as well, 446

confirming the anticipated behavior. 447

Therefore, in order to measure the complete permittivity 448

profile over the whole flat lens surface, the prototype is placed 449

in between the two focusing lenses of the TDS system. With 450

the help of two linear stages (to perform the specific movement 451

needed in the x- and y-axes), the TDS narrow radiation beam 452

is scanned in steps of 1 mm (λo60 GHz/5) over the lens surface. 453
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Fig. 11. Far-field radiation pattern measurement setup at 60 GHz band.
Detailed images of the WR-15 and lens on PVC supports are shown in the
insets.

The 3-D representations of the measured permittivity pro-454

files for the circular TMM6, and for the circular and cylindrical455

LTCC lenses, are plotted in Fig. 10. As it is shown, despite456

the physical shape of the designed lenses, with an absolutely457

planar structure, the permittivity profile is very well defined in458

all the cases for all the considered lenses, thus demonstrating459

the good fabrication results, confirming the viability in LTCC460

fabrication process.461

B. Flat Lenses Performance Evaluation462

A complete set of electromagnetic performance measure-463

ments for all the designed flat lenses has been carried out in464

the AntennaLab facilities of the UPC.465

1) Radiation Pattern Measurement Results: The far-field466

radiation patterns produced by all the considered lenses fed467

with a WR-15 open-ended waveguide have been measured468

from 57 to 66 GHz using the measurement setup shown469

in Fig. 11. It is composed of an Agilent N5247A vector470

network analyzer, a precision rotary stage to perform the471

scanning of the antennas under test (AUT) in the xz plane472

(see Fig. 11), stage controllers, a WR-15 waveguide to feed473

the lens, a conical horn antenna used as a probe, some RF474

absorbers in order to avoid undesired reflections between the475

instrumentations, and a computer for controlling the automa-476

tization of the complete setup.477

A total of nine measurements have been performed for the478

circular LTCC lens corresponding to different Rho feeding479

positions of the transmitting WR-15 waveguide (going from480

Rho = −8 mm to Rho = +8 mm) in steps of 2 mm481

along the x-direction, with the waveguide linearly polarized482

in the y-direction, as it is depicted in the scheme of Fig. 12.483

Once the radiation patterns are measured, in order to obtain484

the gain radiation patterns, the AUT is replaced for a well-485

known conical horn antenna (used as a reference) to per-486

form a power level comparison. Therefore, the corresponding487

H-plane gain radiation pattern results are plotted in Fig. 12488

at 60 GHz. In general, very good agreement is observed489

between simulation results (Fig. 3) and measurements. In the490

broadside direction we achieve up to 17.5 dB gain, with491

Fig. 12. Complete set of measured H-plane gain radiation patterns at 60 GHz
for each Rho feeding position of the WR-15, for the circular LTCC lens.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF TMM6 AND LTCC CIRCULAR LENSES

PERFORMANCE AT 60 GHz (H-PLANE PARAMETERS)

Fig. 13. Measured E-plane gain radiation patterns at 60 GHz for each Rho
feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along gradient axis of the lens.

beam-steering capabilities from −25° to +25° with around 492

15 dB, and up to ±45° with more than 11 dB gain. Addition- 493

ally, the most important radiation pattern parameters at 60 GHz 494

are summarized in Table II, in order to concisely compact all 495

the interesting and most relevant measurement results for a 496

better analysis in the next experimental section in which the 497

practical use of the three considered lenses as smart antenna 498

systems is evaluated. 499

In the same way, a total of nine measurements have been 500

performed for the cylindrical LTCC flat along the gradient- 501

index axis of the lens, and nine additional measurements 502

along the constant-index axis, in order to obtain the gain 503

radiation patterns produced by the lens when is fed by a 504

WR-15 waveguide. Therefore, the corresponding E-plane gain 505

radiation patterns results are plotted in Fig. 13 at 60 GHz 506

(WR-15 with the electric field y-direction polarized, as it is 507

depicted). 508

As it is observed, as the Rho feeding position is moved 509

leftwards, the high-gain radiation pattern produced by the 510

lens is steered rightwards (and vice versa), accordingly. 511

Compared to the simulation results (Fig. 4), in general there 512

is a very good agreement. Up to 14.8 dB gain in the broadside 513
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Fig. 14. Measured H-plane gain radiation patterns at 60 GHz for each
X feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along constant axis of the lens.

Fig. 15. Measured normalized E-plane radiation patterns at 60 GHz
(cut along gradient-index axis) moving the WR-15 in the constant axis of
the lens (along X) for Rho = 0 mm and Rho = 4 mm feeding positions.

direction is achieved, with around 13 dB at ±25°, and more514

than 10 dB when the beam is scanned ±55°. In addition,515

the corresponding nine H-plane gain radiation patterns for516

nine different positions of the WR-15 waveguide along the517

constant-index axis of the lens (i.e., x-direction), maintaining518

the Rho position centered to the lens (Rho = 0 mm), are519

plotted in Fig. 14. As it is shown, despite moving the feeding520

aperture, the beams are maintained almost invariant in this521

specific dimension, as it was expected.522

Moreover, going one step further in this sense, the523

E-plane radiation patterns corresponding at different X feeding524

positions of the WR-15 along the constant-index axis of the525

lens, keeping invariant the Rho position, are plotted in Fig. 15.526

Only the Rho = 0 mm (X = 0–8 mm) and Rho = 4 mm527

(X = 0–8 mm) feeding positions are plotted in order to avoid528

cluttering the figure, but it is enough to observe and confirm529

the previously described behavior, which is also obtained for530

the rest of the feeding positions.531

As it is noticed, although the WR-15 is moved in the532

x-dimension, the E-plane (vertical cut, y-direction in Fig. 15),533

is maintained practically invariant for all X positions of534

the open-ended waveguide. As for the circular LTCC lens,535

the most important radiation pattern parameters at 60 GHz536

are summarized in Table II for the cylindrical LTCC lens.537

Moreover, the same set of radiation patterns measurements538

are also carried out for the TMM6 lens introduced in [11]539

with our setup. Then, for comparison purposes and due to the540

fact that this lens is also evaluated in the next experimental541

section, the most important radiation pattern parameters at542

60 GHz are also summarized in Table II. As it is shown, with543

the circular LTCC lens, we achieve similar radiation pattern544

Fig. 16. Measured bandwidth performance: maximum gain for different Rho
feeding positions of the WR-15 along gradient-index axis of the lenses.

Fig. 17. Estimated loss efficiency computed from simulated directivity and
measured gain values for the three considered lenses.

characteristics as with the circular TMM6 lens, with slightly 545

lower gain values at some frequencies and scanning angles, 546

because in this case the highest permittivity value is 7 instead 547

of 6, thus slightly higher reflection is obtained in the dielectric- 548

vacuum (free space) transition. 549

2) Measured Bandwidth Performance: In addition, the gain 550

over the whole 60 GHz frequency band of interest has been 551

measured for all the Rho feeding positions, and it is plotted 552

in Fig. 16, for the three considered dielectric flat lenses. As it 553

shown, very good gain stability is observed for the three 554

lenses, confirming the good broadband behavior obtained in 555

the numerical results. This is a remarkable result because in 556

general it is very difficult to achieve antenna systems with 557

broadband operation behavior. 558

3) Estimated Efficiencies: The estimated loss efficien- 559

cies for the three flat lenses are also reported in Fig. 17, 560
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Fig. 18. Measured S11 parameter of the three lenses for different Rho feeding
positions of the WR-15 waveguide in the whole frequency band of interest.

from 57 to 66 GHz, computed from CST simulation results561

of the directivity and measured gain values, since with our562

setup we are not able to measure the complete 3-D radiation563

patterns in order to integrate the whole power to obtain directly564

the efficiency or the directivity. As it is shown, almost constant565

values around 70%–80%, and above, are estimated in all the566

cases for the whole frequency band, since low-loss dielectric567

materials are used to build the lenses.568

4) Measured Reflection Coefficient: The measured S11 para-569

meters obtained, after applying a short-open-load-thru (SOLT)570

calibration, for the different flat lenses fed with the corre-571

sponding WR-15 open-ended waveguide in the different Rho572

positions are plotted in Fig. 18, for the whole frequency band.573

As it is shown, all the measured reflection coefficients are574

below −10 dB, as it was expected.575

V. ASSESSMENT OF THE FLAT LENS PERFORMANCE IN576

A REAL 60 GHZ WPAN INDOOR ENVIRONMENT577

Once the three considered dielectric flat lenses have been578

fully electromagnetically characterized and remarkable good579

measurement results have been obtained, their performance is580

experimentally evaluated and compared to a single commer-581

cial omni-directional antenna, as well as their use as smart582

antennas is experimentally compared to a traditional ULA in583

real 60 GHz WPAN environment.584

A. Introduction585

For this experimental part, we have considered an indoor586

scenario in the facilities of the Universidad Politécnica de587

Cartagena (UPCT) varying the position of the receiver (Rx)588

antenna. Three different positions for the Rx antenna have589

been measured forming an angle of 0°, 22.5°, and 45° with590

respect to the transmitting (Tx) antenna, which is placed in591

a fixed position. The receiver antenna is, in all the cases,592

a single commercial Q-par QOM55-65 VRA 55 to 65 GHz593

Fig. 19. Indoor scenario and experimental measurement setup arrangement.

omni-directional V-type antenna. The gain of this antenna 594

varies from 4.3 to 5.2 dB within the considered 57 to 64 GHz 595

frequency band, and the typical 3 dB elevation beamwidth 596

ranges from 24° to 33°, while being omni directional in the 597

horizontal plane. In this paper, the considered Tx antennas are 598

the three presented lenses fed by the same rectangular aperture 599

WR-15 waveguide used during the previous sections, the same AQ:5600

commercial omni-directional antenna used in the Rx part, and 601

a virtual ULA modeled with ten positions of this same omni- 602

directional antenna. The performance test with the considered 603

Tx antennas is carried out in direct LOS conditions for all the 604

angles between Tx and Rx, and also in OLOS conditions for 605

the 0° case. In the following sections, all the important con- AQ:6606

siderations about the experimental scenario, channel sounder, 607

and methodology are conveniently described before to proceed 608

with the analysis of the measurement results. 609

B. Experimental Scenario 610

The scenario for this experimental study is a laboratory of 611

the UPCT. The laboratory is an almost rectangular room of 612

about 5 m × 9 m furnished with several closets, desktops, and 613

shelves. The laboratory scheme with the measurement setup 614

arrangement is depicted in Fig. 19. As it is shown in Fig. 19, 615

the three different considered Tx–Rx situations are established 616

as follows: 3 m between Tx and Rx forming an angle of 0° 617

(first position), 3 m between Tx and Rx forming an angle 618

of 22.5° (second position), and at 2.3 m between Tx and Rx 619

forming an angle of 45° (third position). 620

C. Channel Sounder and Methodology 621

The channel sounder and the methodology employed in this 622

paper are exactly the same as the followed and exhaustively 623

explained in [20]. A VNA is used to measure the trans- AQ:7624

mission (S21) parameter in order to obtain in the frequency 625

domain the complex transfer function of a wireless system. 626

The frequency domain function measured H ( f ) is acquired. 627

Then, the relative received power (P) is computed. This para- 628

meter, which is defined as the ratio between the transmitted 629

and the received powers, is important for 5G communication 630

systems because describes the attenuation of the transmitted 631
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Fig. 20. Relative received power at first position (θ = 0°) in LOS conditions.

TABLE III

SUMMARY OF LTCC CYLINDRICAL LENS PERFORMANCE AT

60 GHz (E-PLANE AND H-PLANE PARAMETERS)

radio link in a specific angular direction. Next, the time632

domain function h(t) is obtained by using the inverse fast633

Fourier transform. Last, the power delay profile (PDP) and634

the RMSdelay spread (στ ), which represents the standard635

deviation of the PDP, are calculated, as it is exhaustively636

explained in [20]. In this case, the RMS delay spread is637

a fundamental parameter in order to have a notion of the638

multipath characteristics of a communications channel. The639

longer the RMS delay spread, the smaller the coherence640

bandwidth, which directly affects and limits the capacity in641

a 5G wireless communication system.642

D. Experimental Results643

In the following sections the experimental results obtainedAQ:8 644

for the three considered positions are reported and compared645

for the three dielectric flat lenses, and for the ULA and SISO646

cases.647

1) First Position Measurements: As it is depicted in Fig. 19,648

in the first position situation the Tx and the Rx antennas are649

separated 3 m forming an angle of 0° between them. For the650

LOS condition, the absorbent panel placed in between the651

Tx and Rx is removed. Then, the methodology detailed in [20]652

is applied obtaining the following results for all the considered653

antennas.654

For the LOS situation, the relative received power in func-655

tion of the angle and the PDP are plotted for each different656

transmitting antenna in Figs. 20 and 21, respectively.657

As it is observed in Fig. 20, the highest relative received658

power is achieved using the circular TMM6 as a transmitting659

antenna, as it was expected from the measured radiation660

pattern parameter results obtained in the previous sectionsAQ:9 661

(see Tables II and III). In any case, with all the designed662

Fig. 21. PDP at first position (θ = 0°) in LOS conditions.

TABLE IV

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD

VALUES FOR FIRST POSITION IN LOS CONDITIONS

lenses the relative received power is better compared to using 663

a beamforming technique applied to the ten-element ULA. 664

In Fig. 21, the measured PDP shows that for all cases, 665

direct ray with highest power (LOS component) is received 666

at 10.5 ns. The rest of the components arrive attenuated in 667

the next moments due to the multipath propagation. It is 668

worthwhile mention that the shape obtained for all the PDPs 669

is almost identical, which means that the situation of the 670

antennas has been the same during the whole process of the 671

measurements campaign, fact that is very difficult in this kind 672

of measurements at these frequencies. 673

In the Table IV, the relative received power and the RMS 674

delay spread calculated from the PDP for each evaluated trans- 675

mitting antenna are summarized. As it is observed in Table IV, 676

the highest relative received power is achieved with the circular 677

TMM6 lens, which it has been stated before. 678

Additionally, the power difference among the rest is accord- 679

ing to the measured gain values (see Tables II and III). For 680

example, the measured gain difference obtained in previous AQ:10681

sections between the circular TMM6 lens and the circular 682

LTCC is around 0.8 dB, which is almost the same relative 683

received power difference obtained for this first measured 684

position in LOS conditions. Similar results are also obtained 685

comparing the TMM6 lens and the cylindrical LTCC lens: 686

a measured gain difference of 3.7 dB between the two 687

lenses, and a relative received power difference of 4.5 dB. 688

Moreover, a remarkable result is that the measured relative 689

received power for the ten-element ULA is lower than the 690

measured for all the designed lenses, being the SISO case 691

the worst, and constant, independently of the angle, as it is 692

shown in Fig. 22, since a single omni-directional antenna 693

is used. 694
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Fig. 22. Relative received power at first position (θ = 0°) in OLOS
conditions.

Fig. 23. PDP at first position (θ = 0°) in OLOS conditions.

Regarding the RMS delay spread, the computed values from695

measurements are very low for all the considered antennas696

due to the LOS situation, in which the signal is propagating697

without facing any obstacle. For the lens antennas, the results698

are very similar, below 1 ns, being for the cylindrical LTCC699

lens the lowest. However, for the ULA case the RMS delay700

spread is the double due to the diversity, and for the SISO is701

even higher because the use of the omni-directional antenna,702

which has a wider −3 dB beamwidth radiation pattern.703

For the same setup of the first measured position, we placed704

an absorbent panel in the middle of the Tx and Rx antennas.705

Therefore, in this case the direct ray is obstructed by the706

obstacle. In the same way as in the previous situation, the707

relative received power in function of the angle and the PDP708

is plotted for each transmitting antenna in Figs. 22 and 23,709

respectively. As it is shown in Fig. 23, the direct ray is710

canceled and a component with lower power than the previous711

one is received at 17.1 ns. In Fig. 22, it is observed that712

at 0°, the received power is really low because this path is713

being obstructed for the absorbent panel. However, thanks714

to multipath propagation, around 40° we are receiving a715

certain amount of power. For this angle, the TMM6 lens is716

still performing better than the rest of transmitting antennas,717

despite the ULA is steering the beam to the direction of718

maximum propagation, but it is clearly receiving less power.719

TABLE V

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD VALUES
FOR FIRST POSITION IN OLOS CONDITIONS

Fig. 24. Relative received power at second position (θ = 22.5°) in LOS
conditions.

Fig. 25. PDP at second position (θ = 22.5°) in LOS conditions.

Table V shows a summary of the computed values for the 720

relative received power and RMS delay spread for this OLOS 721

situation in the first measurement position. Due to the obstacle, 722

the received power decreases, while the RMS delay spread 723

increases, as it was expected. It is observed that the lowest 724

delay spread is also achieved with the TMM6 lens. 725

2) Second Position Measurements: As it is depicted 726

in Fig. 19, in the second position situation the Tx and 727

Rx antennas are separated 3 m forming an angle of 22.5° 728

between them in a LOS condition. In the same way as it 729

has been previously described, the measurements are carried 730

out. Therefore, the relative received power in function of the 731

angle and the PDP are plotted for each different transmitting 732

antenna in Figs. 24 and 25, respectively, and in the Table VI, 733

the computed relative received power and the RMS delay 734

spread are also summarized. 735
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TABLE VI

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD
VALUES FOR SECOND POSITION IN LOS CONDITIONS

Fig. 26. Relative received power at third position (θ = 45°) in LOS
conditions.

As it is shown in Fig. 25, the strongest component is736

received at 10.1 ns, a similar time delay as for the first position737

in LOS situation, but the received power is slightly lower738

because the antennas are forming 22.5° between them. In this739

case, the highest received power value is obtained using the740

TMM6 lens, and the lowest RMS delay spread is achieved741

with the cylindrical LTCC lens. The power received with the742

ten-element ULA is almost the same as with the TMM6 lens,743

however, the RMS delay spread is considerably higher, nearly744

seven times higher in comparison to TMM6 lens, and up to745

nine times compared to the value obtained using the cylindrical746

LTCC lens, which is a remarkable result because directly747

affects the coherence bandwidth, which in turn limits the748

capacity in a wireless transmission system.749

3) Third Position Measurements: The third position con-750

sidered in this experimental study is also depicted in Fig. 19,751

defining a distance of 2.3 m separating the Tx and Rx antennas752

and forming an angle of 45° between them in LOS conditions.753

For this particular wide-angle case, the measured relative754

power and the computed PDP are plotted in Figs. 26 and 27,755

respectively. In addition, the maximum relative received power756

and the RMS delay spread values are summarized in Table VII757

for each evaluated Tx antenna. As it is observed, the direct758

ray with the strongest component (LOS condition) is received759

at 7.7 ns for all the considered antennas. The rest of the760

components arrive delayed due to the multipath propagation,761

all of them with different levels of attenuation depending762

on which antenna is used. The maximum received power763

is centered around 40°, as it is shown in Fig. 26. Once764

again, the highest received power is achieved with the circular765

TMM6 lens, despite the wide steering angle in which the766

Fig. 27. PDP at third position (θ = 45°) in LOS conditions.

TABLE VII

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD

VALUES FOR THIRD POSITION IN LOS CONDITIONS

Rx antenna is placed with respect to the Tx. Regarding the 767

RMS delay spread, the results confirm the previously obtained 768

in other situations, being the cylindrical LTCC lens the best 769

option in order to obtain the lowest value, with a RMS delay 770

spread of 1.2 ns, 15 times lower than the obtained with the 771

ten-element ULA. 772

VI. SWITCHED-BEAM ANTENNA BASED ON 773

LTCC DIELECTRIC FLAT LENSES AND 774

FREQUENCY-SCANNED ARRAYS 775

In the last section of this paper, the design of an innovative AQ:11776

switched-beam antenna array concept for 5G millimeter-wave 777

applications, based on a practical application of the cylindri- 778

cally distributed parameters LTCC flat lens, is presented and 779

completely evaluated. 780

A. Introduction 781

As it has been demonstrated, taking advantage of the 782

cylindrical effective parameter distribution of the lens, 783

the beam scanning can be performed in one plane by moving 784

(or selecting) the position of a radiating single element along 785

the gradient-index axis, whereas the beam can be maintained 786

invariant in the other direction, in which the effective parame- 787

ters are kept constant, despite changing the radiating element 788

position in this particular axis. Therefore, in this way, the beam 789

scanning can be achieved in the constant-index axis of the lens 790

by means of a different technique, a FSSA [21], [22], which 791

it is also introduced in this final paper section, in order to AQ:12792

realize not only a 1-D beam scanning but a 2-D beam scanning 793

of high-gain radiation beams, in a compact millimeter-wave 794
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Fig. 28. Switched-beam antenna array concept with cylindrically distributed
parameters flat lens and frequency-scanned array to perform beam-scanning
in theta and phi, by frequency sweeping or selecting a specific linear array.

antenna solution, easy to integrate in a single monolithic795

structure with LTCC technology.796

Therefore, the theoretical concept for the described behavior797

of the flat lens in front of a linear array of antennas distributed798

along the constant-index axis, which is able to scan its beam in799

this dimension by sweeping the frequency, is shown in Fig. 28.800

B. Frequency-Scanned Slot Antenna Array801

Considering that a broadside invariant radiation pattern is802

obtained in the constant-index axis of the flat lens, despite803

the feeding aperture is being moved along this axis, a linear804

frequency-scanned stripline-fed transverse slot antenna array805

with a particular structure has been designed to achieve beam806

scanning in one single plane by sweeping the frequency, taking807

advantage of the huge amount of available bandwidth for808

communication applications around 60 GHz.809

1) Frequency-Scanned Slot Array Design and Geometry:810

In this kind of arrays, the beam-steering capability is obtained811

controlling the relative phase shift between the array elements812

by sweeping the operating frequency [21], instead of intro-813

ducing phase delays by means of bulky and complex phase814

shifters, as it is common in traditional phased arrays.815

The proposed linear array geometry is shown in Fig. 29.816

It consists of a set of ten transverse slots fed by a meandering817

stripline, which provides the required phase delay between818

slot elements in order to steer the beam when the frequency819

is conveniently changed. The signal is propagating through820

the stripline and it is coupling energy to each one of the slots,821

which in turn, is radiating the coupled energy to the free space.822

In this way, the slots which are closer to the stripline feeding823

point need to be less coupled than the slots which are far away824

from this point, because the signal is stronger at the beginning825

and tends to be smoothly weakened because it is being radiated826

at every consecutive slot it finds during its propagation. The827

stripline is terminated with a matched load in order to absorb828

the remaining power which is not being radiated after the last829

of the slots, thus avoiding undesired reflections. This array is830

Fig. 29. Frequency-scanned stripline-fed transverse slot antenna array
geometry: whole structure (top), and detailed images of the meandering
stripline and the pin curtains (left) and two layer structure geometry
dimensions (right).

a nonresonant structure, in which traveling waves are used for 831

the excitation of the slots, opposed to resonant or standing 832

wave arrays, in which a short circuit is placed at the end, 833

instead of a matched load. 834

The total dimensions of this novel stripline-fed slot antenna 835

array are 25 mm × 5 mm (5λ60 GHz × 1λ60 GHz), with 836

508 μm thickness. It is designed from two different Rogers 837

Duroid 5880 (εr = 2.2; tan(δ) = 0.004 at 60 GHz [23]) 838

substrate layers of 254 μm thickness. This substrate was 839

chosen for its low losses and low permittivity values, which 840

facilitate the radiation and improve the overall antenna 841

efficiency. 842

The slot geometry plane is printed on the top substrate 843

layer, while the meandering stripline and the ground-plane are 844

printed on the bottom layer; thus the feeding line is placed 845

in between top and bottom planes. The slot dimensions are 846

all the same (1.6 mm × 0.3 mm). The meandering stripline 847

is designed in 370 μm width, in order to ensure 50 	 at the 848

feeding port. 849

As it is shown in Fig. 29, the ten slots are placed transver- 850

sal to the feeding stripline, leaving a physical distance of 851

λo60 GHz/2 between them. The meandering stripline length 852

is around λg60GHz (a wavelength inside the substrate) and 853

guarantees the needed phase delay to perform the desired beam 854

steering with the frequency sweeping from 57 to 66 GHz. 855

Initially, all the ten slots are placed −0.4/+0.4 mm 856

(odd/even slots, respectively) with respect to the array cen- 857

ter along the y-direction (i.e., the slot feeding position, 858

see Fig. 29), thus providing the same coupling level to all 859

of them. After an iterative optimization process, by using 860

the CST’s trust region algorithm, defining a tradeoff between 861

maximum achievable gain and a fixed value of SLLs 862

below −10 dB, considering the whole frequency band from 863

57 to 66 GHz, the final position along y-direction for each 864

individual slot is determined. A transversal pin curtains 865

(see Fig. 29) are placed between slot elements in order to 866

isolate each one from each other to avoid the coupling and 867

suppressing the surface wave propagation between the parallel 868

plates of the array. 869
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Fig. 30. S-Parameters (S11 and S21) and efficiencies (total and radiation)
simulation results for the frequency-scanned slot array in the wholeband of
interest.

Fig. 31. Simulated E-plane gain radiation patterns obtained sweeping the
frequency of the linear slot array, in steps of 1 GHz, from 57 to 66 GHz.

2) Frequency-Scanned Slot Array Simulation Results:870

Therefore, the final frequency-scanned slot array design has871

been simulated using CST Microwave Studio with the time-872

domain solver from 57 to 66 GHz. In Fig. 30, the simu-873

lation results of the S-parameters, radiation, and total effi-874

ciencies for the frequency-scanned array are plotted. As it875

is shown, the structure is well-matched since the reflection876

coefficient (S11) is below −10 dB over the whole frequency877

band.878

The simulated transmission coefficient (S21) is also879

below −10 dB, which means that most part of the input880

power is being transferred to the antenna from the feeding881

stripline, and then, radiated to the free-space; likewise, it is882

supposed that the power is not being trapped into the array883

structure. Moreover, in this sense, the simulated total and884

radiation efficiencies are showing values around 70%–80%.885

Note that S22 and S12 parameters are not plotted due to the886

symmetry and reciprocity of the design.887

The E-plane gain radiation pattern at each frequency,888

in steps of 1 GHz, is plotted in Fig. 31. As it is shown, with889

the proposed design we are able to scan the maximum of the890

beam from −12° to +12°, with almost constant gain values891

Fig. 32. 3-D representation of the fan-beam obtained in simulation with the
frequency-scanned stripline-fed transverse slot antenna array at 60 GHz.

around 16 dB, and up to 16.7 dB gain. From −15° to +14°, 892

we are able to obtain beam scanning with more than 15 dB 893

gain, and from −20° to +18°, we still have 10 dB. SLL is 894

below −10 dB for all the radiation beams and below −14 dB 895

in most of the cases, with −3 dB beamwidths around 12°. 896

Because of the linear distribution of the slots along 897

x-direction, the frequency-scanned array is also generating 898

a fan-beam radiation pattern having a narrow beamwidth in 899

this specific dimension, while the typical broader beamwidth 900

of a single slot antenna is obtained along the orthogonal 901

y-axis, as it is expected. A 3-D representation of the fan-beam 902

radiation pattern obtained with the numerical results of the 903

performed simulations is plotted in Fig. 32. Note that since the 904

linear array is modeled with a set of slot antennas individually 905

linearly polarized in x-direction, the whole array structure is 906

performing a linearly x-direction polarized radiation pattern 907

as well. 908

The overall performance of the proposed slot array in simu- 909

lation is comparable to the obtained with similar designs [22], 910

having even better gain values while using a smaller fractional 911

bandwidth to perform the frequency sweep. 912

Moreover, its singular novel stripline-fed transverse struc- 913

ture, with the feeding line isolated from outer parts, allows 914

for a better control of the radiated fields in order to optimally 915

illuminate the cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens, 916

also facilitating an easier adaptation of the design if there is a 917

change in the boundaries, or a redesign for higher frequencies 918

is needed. 919

C. Complete Switched-Beam Antenna Array 920

This section is devoted to numerically evaluate the perfor- 921

mance of the complete SWBA array structure based on both 922

presented flat lens and frequency-scanned array. 923

1) Concept Description and Final Geometry: As it has 924

been demonstrated before, with the help of the cylindrically 925

distributed parameters flat lens it is possible to correct the 926

phase in one single plane in order to focus the radiation beam. 927

Since the FSSA provides a fan-beam radiation pattern, which 928

is easy to steer along its linear structure by sweeping the 929
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Fig. 33. Complete SWBA array structure for future high data rate 5G wireless
communication applications and 3-D representation of the high-gain pencil
beam obtained in numerical simulations.

frequency, if we correctly place this linear array orthogonally930

to the gradient-index axis of the lens, the final result will lead931

to a 2-D focused radiation beam, which in turn will allow the932

beam-scanning easily in 2-D. Therefore, the linear frequency-933

scanned array model has been replied five times along the934

gradient-index of the flat lens, placed orthogonally at its focal935

distance, as it is depicted in Fig. 33.936

Since the overall dimensions of a single linear array are937

5 mm × 25 mm, and because it is replied five times along938

y-axis (see Fig. 33), the final array planar dimensions are939

25 mm × 25 mm, exactly the same square dimensions of940

the flat lens. The final structure is modeled with five input941

ports (P1–P5, Fig. 33), and five matched ports (50 	) at the942

end of each linear array. In this way, the number of switching943

elements needed if we want to individually select one single944

port among the five available is significantly reduced, thus945

in turn decreasing considerably the losses introduced and946

the complexity of the integration of this kind of electronic947

components at millimeter-wave frequencies.948

2) Complete SWBA Simulation Results: The complete949

switched-beam antenna array structure has been numerically950

simulated with CST Microwave Studio in the 60 GHz band,951

from 57 to 66 GHz, to evaluate the final performance of the952

proposed novel antenna solution. The corresponding E-plane953

gain radiation patterns obtained by sweeping the frequency954

from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, are plotted in Fig. 34,955

for the case of selecting the third port (i.e., the central linear956

array among the five).957

As it is shown, with the proposed solution we are able958

to increase the maximum achievable gain up to 21.5 dB,959

with constant gain level over 20 dB, and beam scanning960

capabilities along the vertical dimension from −12° to +12°961

by sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz. SLL are below962

−10 dB for all the beams, with narrow −3 dB beamwidths963

around 11°–12°.964

The fan-beam radiation pattern generated by the FSSA array965

is modified by the gradient axis of the lens producing a high-966

gain pencil-beam radiation pattern. A 3-D representation of967

the pencil-beam radiation pattern obtained with the numerical968

results of the performed simulations, together with the SWBA969

Fig. 34. Simulated E-plane gain radiation patterns obtained sweeping the
frequency of P3 of the SWBA array, in steps of 1 GHz, from 57 to 66 GHz.

Fig. 35. Simulated H-plane gain radiation patterns at 61 GHz obtained
selecting individually each one of the five ports of the SWBA array.

array structure, is plotted in Fig. 33. Theoretically, an infinite 970

number of high-gain pencil beams can be obtained to scan in 971

the vertical direction, while in the horizontal dimension we 972

can pick one of the five different sets of beams, depending on 973

which one of the five ports of the array is selected, as it is 974

plotted in Fig. 35, where the radiation patterns in the H-plane 975

are shown at a frequency of 61 GHz (in which the beams are 976

pointing at 0° in elevation), to finally cover the scanning in 977

both azimuth and elevation. 978

In this sense, and in order to show the complete scan- 979

ning capabilities of the SWBA array, a 3-D representation 980

of the simulated gain radiation patterns obtained selecting 981

individually ports #3, #2, and #1, and changing the frequency 982

at each port to 57, 60, and 66 GHz (low, mid, and high 983

band frequencies, respectively) are plotted in Fig. 36. Given 984

the SWBA array symmetric structure, symmetric radiation 985

patterns pointing rightwards in azimuth are obtained selecting 986

ports #4 and #5 instead of ports #1 and #2, and therefore are 987

not shown. Alternatively, the complete set of radiation patterns 988

obtained selecting individually each one of the five ports, and 989

sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz 990

(ten patterns) at each port, is jointly plotted in Fig. 37. 991
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Fig. 36. 3-D representation of the simulated gain patterns obtained with the
SWBA selecting individually ports #3 (first row of the plot), #2 (second row),
and #1 (third row) at single frequencies of 57, 60, and 66 GHz (columns 1–3).

Fig. 37. 3-D joint representation of the complete set of simulated gain
radiation patterns obtained with the SWBA selecting each one of the five
ports (to scan over azimuth), and sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz
in steps of 1 GHz at each port (to scan over elevation).

As it is observed in Figs. 36 and 37, our numerical results992

indicate that we are able to scan a high-gain radiation pencil993

beam (up to 21–21.5 dB in the broadside direction) from994

around −55° to +55° in azimuth, by selecting one single995

port of the five available, and from around −20° to +20°996

in elevation, by sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz997

(the maximum of the beams in elevation is going from998

−12° to +12°, as it is clearly shown in Fig. 34, but at ±20° we999

still achieve up to 15 dB gain. The simulation results also indi-1000

cate that the whole structure is well matched (S11 < 10 dB)1001

for the entire frequency band, as it was expected, obtaining1002

the same simulation results as the previously reported or the1003

single FSSA array alone (thus are not plotted), because the1004

lens, which is placed at 6.25 mm (focal distance) from the slot1005

array, is not altering or modifying the FSSA array behavior in1006

this sense. Likewise, simulated total and radiation efficiencies1007

results are also quite similar to the previously reported for the1008

Fig. 38. FSSA connectorized and mounted over a PVC support. Some micro-
scopic images of the bottom layer before being stacked (with the meandering
stripline), complete design before connectorization, top layer (with the slots),
and detailed image of the signal pin together with the first two slots and the
first pin curtain, are shown in the insets.

FSSA array evaluated individually, since a low-loss substrate 1009

is used to model the lens, and therefore are not shown either. 1010

D. FSSA and SWBA Array Prototypes Fabrication 1011

1) Traveling-Wave Frequency-Scanned Slot Antenna Array: 1012

A prototype of the FSSA array has been fabricated at UPC 1013

facilities using standard photo-etching techniques on two 1014

Rogers Duroid 5880 substrate layers of 254 μm thickness. 1015

All FSSA array dimensions are specified in previous sections AQ:131016

of this paper. A photograph of the fabricated prototype, 1017

mounted over a PVC support to facilitate its electromag- 1018

netic characterization with our measurement setup, is shown 1019

in Fig. 38. 1020

A low insertion loss 1.85 mm flange jack connector is mated 1021

to each signal pin of the FSSA array. The transversal pin 1022

curtains are made from 0.2 mm diameter brass rivets, which 1023

are separated 0.5 mm center to center; they are arranged in 1024

line, as it is depicted in Fig. 29, in two different groups of six 1025

and three pins, leaving a central space between them to allow 1026

the meandering stripline pass through. The pins are soldered 1027

interconnecting the top plane, in which the slots are printed, 1028

to the bottom ground plane, going through the two substrates. 1029

2) Complete Switched Beam Antenna Array: Finally, 1030

the FSSA structure for the complete SBWA array, in which 1031

the single array is five times replied along its short dimension, 1032

has also been fabricated. A photograph of the prototype also 1033

mounted on a PVC support is shown in Fig. 39. 1034

Therefore, the complete SWBA array structure, and the 1035

different parts of the final design (e.g., the five input ports con- 1036

nectorized, with their corresponding matched resistors (r1–r5) 1037

soldered at the end of each meandering line) are identified, 1038

together with the cylindrically distributed permittivity lens 1039

placed over the array at its focal distance F with the help 1040

of a Rohacell foam structure is also shown in Fig. 39. 1041

E. Complete SWBA Measurement Results 1042

A complete set of measurements have been carried out 1043

at UPC facilities in order to assess the performance of the 1044

proposed antenna solution for millimeter-wave applications. 1045
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Fig. 39. Complete five-input port SWBA array for 60 GHz WPAN
applications, able to perform 2-D scanning of high-gain beams, mounted on
a PVC support. Images of the five-input port FSSA fabrication process are
shown in the insets.

Fig. 40. Measured E-plane (solid lines) and H-plane (dashed lines) radiation
patterns of the FSSA sweeping the frequency, from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps
of 1 GHz.

First, the FSSA array is characterized separately and, finally,1046

the complete SWBA array structure is completely tested in the1047

whole 60 GHz WPAN frequency band.1048

1) FSSA array Performance Evaluation: In the same way as1049

it has been previously realized, the radiation pattern measure-1050

ments for the FSSA array have been carried out at AntennaLab1051

facilities of the UPC with the same far-field setup depicted1052

in Fig. 11. The measured E-plane gain radiation patterns1053

obtained from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, are plotted1054

in Fig. 40. As it is observed, with the fabricated prototype we1055

are able to scan the maximum of the beam from −10° to +9°,1056

with remarkable gain values above 14 dB for all scanning1057

angles, with a maximum of 16.4 dB at 66 GHz, with 10° of1058

beam steering. Moreover, we are able to scan the radiation1059

beam from −18° to +16° with at least 10 dB gain. SLL are1060

below −10 dB in most of the cases and around −8.5 dB1061

in the worst case, at 59 GHz, with −3 dB beamwidths1062

between 11° and 13°.1063

The measured H-plane gain radiation pattern, which is1064

the typical broad radiation pattern obtained for a single slot1065

antenna, as it was expected, is also plotted (dashed line)1066

Fig. 41. Simulated and measured S-parameters comparison for the FSSA
array in the whole frequency band of interest.

Fig. 42. Computed loss efficiency by using measured gain and simulated
directivity results of the FSSA array in the whole frequency band of interest.

in Fig. 40, for a frequency of 61 GHz, in which the beam 1067

is pointing at 0° in elevation, thus allowing the measurement 1068

in the xz plane with our setup (see Fig. 11). Additionally, 1069

the measured cross-polarization level of the FSSA array is 1070

around −20 dB below copolarization level. 1071

The measured S-parameters of the FSSA array, after apply- 1072

ing a full two-port SOLT calibration in the Agilent N5247A 1073

VNA, are plotted in Fig. 41 for the whole frequency band 1074

of interest. As it is shown, there is a very good agreement 1075

between simulation and measurement results; the FSSA is 1076

well matched and, since the measured transmission coeffi- 1077

cient (S21/S12) is below −10 dB, it is supposed that most part 1078

of the power is being radiated from the slots to the freespace, 1079

as we previously pointed out. 1080

Going further in this sense, the estimated loss efficiency is 1081

plotted in Fig. 42, also computed from CST simulation results 1082

of the directivity, and measured gain values in the whole 1083

WPAN frequency band. The efficiency values, above 60%, and 1084

up to 80%, confirm the hypothesis that most part of the power 1085

is being correctly radiated. Also note that the measured S11 and 1086

S22 parameters are not identical because of small imperfections 1087

in the FSSA array fabrication process. 1088

2) Complete Switched-Beam Antenna Array Characteriza- 1089

tion: In this section, the electromagnetic characterization of 1090
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Fig. 43. Measured E-plane gain radiation patterns obtained sweeping the
frequency, from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, selecting the third
port (central linear array) of the SWBA array.

Fig. 44. Measured H-plane gain radiation patterns obtained at a frequency
of 61 GHz, selecting individually each one of the five ports of the SWBA
array.

the complete SWBA array structure, based on the previously1091

presented and evaluated dielectric flat lens and FSSA array1092

in its complete five-input port configuration, has also been1093

carried out at AntennaLab facilities. A photograph of the final1094

SWBA array prototype mounted on a PVC-Rohacell support1095

to facilitate the measurements is shown in Fig. 39.1096

Similarly, as in previous sections, the gain radiation patternsAQ:14 1097

of the SWBA array have been measured for different antenna1098

configurations, from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, with the1099

setup shown in Fig. 11. The E-plane gain radiation patterns1100

obtained selecting the third port (central linear array of the five1101

available), and sweeping the frequency are plotted in Fig. 43.1102

The H-plane radiation patterns obtained selecting each one of1103

the five ports separately, at a fixed frequency of 61 GHz in1104

which the beams are pointing 0° in elevation, thus having their1105

maximums in the xz plane, are plotted in Fig. 44.1106

As it is observed in Fig. 43, by sweeping the frequency,1107

with the fabricated SWBA array prototype we are able to scan1108

the maximum of the beam from −10° to +9°, with high-1109

gain values around 18 dB and above for all the scanning1110

TABLE VIII

SUMMARY OF SWBA ARRAY PERFORMANCE AT 60 GHz
BAND SELECTING PORT #3 (CENTRAL PORT)

angles, and up to 20.4 dB at 66 GHz, when the beam is 1111

steered at +9°. It is also remarkable that for wider scanning 1112

angles, from −21° to +20°, we still have at least 10 dB 1113

gain. SLL are, at least, below −9.25 dB in the worst case, 1114

and below −12 dB in general, with −3 dB beamwidths 1115

between 11.5° and 13°. To facilitate the reading, the measured 1116

radiation pattern parameters of the SWBA array (maximum 1117

gain for each beam (Gmax), scanning angles (θ°scan), half- 1118

power beamwidths (
θ−3 dB), and SLL) are summarized 1119

in Table VIII. 1120

Additionally, the measured cross-polarization level is around 1121

−20 dB below copolarization level, as in the case of the 1122

FSSA array, because the lens is not affecting in this sense 1123

the performance of the combination. 1124

As it is also observed from Fig. 44, selecting each one 1125

of the five ports, we are able to scan a high-gain radiation 1126

beam from −54° to +54° in the azimuth plane, obtaining 1127

more than 16.5 dB for this wide scanning angle, and still 1128

having 10 dB gain at ±65°. In the broadside direction we 1129

achieve a considerable value over 20 dB gain. Therefore, five 1130

different sets of high-gain radiation beams can be selected to 1131

scan in the azimuth plane from −54° to +54°, while at the 1132

same time an infinite number of beams can be generated in 1133

the elevation plane to scan from −10° to +9° with around 1134

18–20 dB gain. In general, very good agreement is observed 1135

between the obtained radiation pattern measurement results 1136

in both planes and the estimated in advance from numerical 1137

simulations. Thus, despite we are not able to measure the 1138

complete 3-D gain radiation patterns for the SWBA array, 1139

the 3-D representation of the complete set of simulated gain 1140

radiation patterns plotted in previous Figs. 36 and 37, seems 1141

to be an accurate estimation, since the observed agreement 1142

between measurements and simulations in the E-plane and 1143

H-plane cuts is very good. 1144

The reflection coefficients (S11,S22,S33,S44, and S55) of the 1145

SWBA array for the five input ports have also been measured, 1146

obtaining approximately the same measurement results as for 1147

the S11 of the FSSA array plotted in Fig. 41, because the lens 1148

placed at focal distance is not affecting the performance in this 1149

sense, and therefore are not shown due to space constraints. 1150

Finally, the estimated loss efficiency of the SWBA array is 1151

also reported in Fig. 45, computed again from CST simulation 1152

results of the directivity and measured gain values, since 1153
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Fig. 45. Computed loss efficiency by using measured gain and simulated
directivity results of the SWBA array in the whole frequency band of interest.

with our measurement setup we are not able to measure the1154

complete 3-D radiation patterns in order to integrate the whole1155

power to obtain directly the directivity or the efficiency. As it1156

is observed, good values around 60%–70% and above are1157

estimated in the whole frequency band of interest, also con-1158

firming the previously obtained simulation results. Moreover,1159

very good bandwidth performance is also observed in Fig. 45,1160

with gain slightly increasing in frequency, thus also validating1161

the previously reported numerical results.1162

VII. CONCLUSION1163

The design, numerical analysis, LTCC fabrication, and full1164

experimental verification of new inhomogeneous gradient-1165

index dielectric flat lens antennas for future high data rate1166

5G millimeter-wave wireless communication systems have1167

been presented. Two novel dielectric flat lenses with their1168

effective parameters circularly and cylindrically distributed1169

to provide high-gain pencil-beam and fan-beam radiation1170

patterns, respectively, are designed and fabricated in LTCC1171

technology to allow beam-scanning along both theta and phi1172

directions, despite their planar antenna profile implementation.1173

The two new LTCC dielectric flat lens antennas have been1174

exhaustively evaluated and compared to a previously intro-1175

duced TMM6 material flat lens [11], showing in all cases very1176

good performance in terms of radiation pattern parameters:1177

maximum measured gain (between 15 and 18 dB), beam-1178

steering capabilities in both planes (between approximately1179

−50° and +50°), and low SLL (below −10 dB in most of1180

the cases and below −15 and −17.5 dB for the broadside1181

direction); estimated efficiencies (over 70%–80%), impedance1182

matching, and broadband behavior in the whole frequency1183

band of interest (57–66 GHz).1184

Additionally, a TDS system has been used to practically1185

evaluate the permittivity profile achieved with the LTCC man-1186

ufacturing process, which, to our best knowledge, has never1187

been proved before, and even less stacking up to 31 layers of1188

dielectric material, obtaining very good results to confirm the1189

feasibility of fabricating inhomogeneous gradient-index lenses1190

with a desired permittivity profile and planar structure in a1191

mass production technology. The potential integration of the1192

presented dielectric flat lenses in a complete antenna solution1193

with a layer of radiating elements to create a single monolithic 1194

structure in LTCC technology has been confirmed as feasible. 1195

Then, the performance of the considered lenses has also 1196

been experimentally evaluated and compared to a ten-element 1197

ULA of omni-directional antennas applying a beamforming 1198

technique, and to a single omni-directional antenna in real 1199

60 GHz WPAN indoor environment under LOS and OLOS 1200

conditions, obtaining remarkable results in terms of measured 1201

received power and RMS delay spread. 1202

It has been practically demonstrated that in a real 1203

millimeter-wave communication scenario the best results in 1204

terms of relative received power are achieved in all the 1205

considered cases, despite the wide steering angle in which Rx 1206

antenna is placed respect to the Tx, with the TMM6 flat lens, 1207

closely followed by the circular LTCC lens, and in any case 1208

improving the results obtained with the ten-element ULA. 1209

Moreover, the experimental analysis also indicate that in 1210

terms of RMS delay spread, the best results are obtained 1211

with the cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens, which 1212

provides a steerable fan-beam radiation pattern, a remarkable 1213

result because enhances the coherence bandwidth to improve 1214

the capacity in a wireless transmission system. In this sense, 1215

the measured RMS delay spread can be up to 15 times smaller 1216

using the proposed cylindrical LTCC flat lens compared to the 1217

RMS delay spread obtained with the virtual ULA, when, in a 1218

LOS situation, a wide angle between Tx and Rx is established. 1219

Additionally, the complexity in the implementation of the 1220

proposed LTCC-based lens antenna solution, which is consid- 1221

erably lower compared to the difficulty in the implementation 1222

of beam-forming techniques for phased-array antennas, has 1223

also to be taken into account as an important point. It has 1224

been experimentally demonstrated their practical application 1225

as smart antenna solution for high data rate 5G millimeter- 1226

wave commercial systems, not only for mobile devices such 1227

as tablets, laptops, or other similar medium-sized devices but 1228

also as a possible solution for APs, or even for outdoor BSs, 1229

due to their planar antenna configuration and 2-D scanning 1230

capability of high-gain radiation beams. 1231

Finally, in order to propose and evaluate a practical appli- 1232

cation of the introduced lenses for an antenna system, a new 1233

switched beam antenna array concept based on the novel 1234

LTCC dielectric flat lens with the permittivity cylindrically 1235

distributed, and on a traveling-wave FSSA has been intro- 1236

duced, numerically investigated, fabricated, and successfully 1237

practically assessed for future 5G applications at 60 GHz band. 1238

The dielectric flat lens and the frequency-scanned array have 1239

been exhaustively tested, first separately, and after that together 1240

as the complete SWBA array, showing in all cases very good 1241

performance in terms of radiation pattern parameters, beam- 1242

steering capabilities in both theta and phi planes, measured 1243

gain values, efficiencies, impedance matching, and broadband 1244

behavior in the whole frequency band of interest (57–66 GHz). 1245

The potential integration of the proposed complete antenna 1246

solution in a single monolithic structure has been demon- 1247

strated. This technology is suitable and allows mass production 1248

for a flat antenna structure such as the proposed in this paper, 1249

which is very interesting in order to integrate the solution in 1250

compact millimeter-wave wireless mobile devices. 1251
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In contrast to other antenna alternatives, with the proposed1252

solution we are able to scan high-gain radiation beams in both1253

azimuth and elevation planes, necessary for supporting high1254

data rate transmissions (>1.5 Gbps) as it is recommended in1255

the IEEE 802.15.3c standard, and additionally avoiding the1256

need of high number of integrated RF switches to perform1257

such 2-D radiation pattern reconfiguration.1258
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Abstract— This paper presents the design, low-temperature1

co-fired ceramics (LTCC) fabrication, and full experimental ver-2

ification of novel dielectric flat lens antennas for future high data3

rate 5G wireless communication systems in the 60 GHz band.4

We introduce and practically completely evaluate and compare5

the performance of three different inhomogeneous gradient-index6

dielectric lenses with the effective parameters circularly and7

cylindrically distributed. These lenses, despite their planar profile8

antenna configuration, allow full 2-D beam scanning of high-gain9

radiation beams. A time-domain spectroscopy system is used to10

practically evaluate the permittivity profile achieved with the11

LTCC manufacturing process, obtaining very good results to12

confirm the viability of fabricating inhomogeneous flat lenses13

in a mass production technology. Then, the lenses performance14

is evaluated in terms of radiation pattern parameters, maximum15

gain, beam scanning, bandwidth performance, efficiencies, and16

impedance matching in the whole frequency band of interest.17

Finally, the performance of the three lenses is also experimentally18

evaluated and compared to a single omni-directional antenna19

and to a ten-element uniform linear array of omni-directional20

antennas in real 60 GHz wireless personal area network indoor21

line-of-sight (LOS) and obstructed-LOS environments, obtaining22

interesting and promising remarkable results in terms of mea-23

sured received power and root-mean-square delay spread. At the24

end of this paper, an innovative switched-beam antenna array25

concept based on the presented cylindrically distributed effective26

parameters lens is also introduced and completely evaluated,27

confirming the potential applicability of the proposed antenna28

solution for future 5G wireless millimeter-wave communication29

system.30

Index Terms— 5G, 60 GHz band, beam steering, delay spread,31

flat lens antennas, inhomogeneous lenses, low-temperature32
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co-fired ceramics (LTCC), millimeter-wave antennas, power delay 33

profile (PDP), smart antennas, switched-beam arrays, wireless 34

personal area network (WPAN). 35

I. INTRODUCTION 36

THE future broadband wireless communication systems 37

will have the need for more bandwidth in order to satisfy 38

the increasing demands to achieve higher data rates. In this 39

sense, the millimeter-wave frequency band will play a key role 40

in fifth generation (5G) wireless cellular networks [1]–[3]. 41

Four different frequency bands around 28, 38, 60, 42

and 73 GHz have been considered in the millimeter-wave 43

region as perfect candidates for future 5G mobile communica- 44

tion systems in both indoor and outdoor environments [3], [4]. 45

Actually, wireless personal area networks (WPANs) for high- 46

speed data rate short-range communications around 60 GHz 47

band (from 57 to 64 GHz in the United States, and up to 48

66 GHz in Europe [5]), have attracted growing attention from 49

the scientific community and industry in the last years. This 50

huge amount of bandwidth available could allow the develop- 51

ment of high throughput transmission systems for the future 52

5G cellular networks. However, at millimeter-wave frequen- 53

cies, the path loss in free-space propagation is considerably 54

higher than at lower microwave frequencies (for example, the 55

attenuation is up to 28 dB higher at 60 GHz compared to 56

at 2.45 GHz, for a fixed transmission distance). Therefore, 57

in order to allow future 5G millimeter-wave devices to achieve 58

high data rate wireless transmissions, from the antenna point 59

of view, it is absolutely necessary to dispose of high-directive 60

antennas to overcome the aforementioned huge path loss 61

attenuation. Additionally, antennas with certain beam-steering 62

capabilities are also desirable in order to facilitate the recon- 63

figuration of the radiation beam in situations of transmission 64

blockage between devices in line-of-sight (LOS), obstructed- 65

LOS (OLOS), or even in non-LOS (NLOS). Moreover, beam- 66

steerable adaptive antennas for 5G systems are not yet 67

conveniently available at most millimeter-wave frequencies, 68

even for researchers in order to measure and characterize the 69

channel at a wide frequency range [6]. 70

So far, many types of antenna structures have been proposed 71

for millimeter-wave wireless communication systems around 72

60 GHz frequency band [7], most of them based on the com- 73

plex phased-array antenna concept. With this antenna solution, 74

0018-926X © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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high-gain radiation beams can be scanned in two-dimensions75

at a fast rate. However, they require a difficult integration of76

some complex, lossy, and bulky components such solid-state77

phase shifters, making this antenna alternative very expensive78

at high frequencies for consumer mobile devices.79

Aperture antennas, such as profiled lenses, rectangu-80

lar or conical horns, and reflectors are traditional antenna81

solutions at millimeter-wave frequencies for communications,82

radar, and imaging applications due to their high gain and wide83

bandwidth. However, most common apertures with beam-84

scanning capabilities result in a large and volumetric antenna85

configuration not suitable for consumer mobile devices86

(e.g., a homogeneous profiled lens illuminated by a conical87

horn antenna with a mechanical system to steer the radiation88

beam in two-dimensions [8]), or their planar implementation89

allow only 1-D beam steering, instead of 2-D.90

Consequently, in [9], we introduced a planar profile antenna91

configuration based on the switched-beam array antenna92

concept (see [10]) with an inhomogeneous gradient-index93

dielectric flat lens to steer and enhance the radiation in a94

specific direction, achieving a 2-D beam scanning of high-gain95

radiation beams while maintaining a completely flat antenna96

profile very suitable for medium-sized mobile devices. The97

novel inhomogeneous flat lens design used in the switched-98

beam antenna array was introduced, fabricated, and electro-99

magnetically characterized in [11].100

Therefore, compared to previously published works, in this101

paper, we introduce design, numerical simulation, novel102

fabrication in low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) tech-103

nology, full experimental verification, and practical applica-104

tion of two new inhomogeneous gradient-index dielectric flat105

lenses for future high data rate 5G wireless communication106

systems in the 60 GHz band. The performance of these107

lenses, which have their effective dielectric parameters cir-108

cularly and cylindrically distributed, is also compared to the109

aforementioned lens presented in [11], in terms of radiation110

pattern parameters, highest achievable gain, beam-scanning111

capabilities in both theta and phi dimensions, bandwidth112

performance, efficiencies, and impedance matching over the113

whole frequency band of interest. Then, the performance of the114

three lenses is also experimentally evaluated and compared to115

a single omni-directional antenna and to a ten-element uniform116

linear array (ULA) of omni-directional antennas in a real117

60 GHz WPAN indoor environment under LOS and OLOS118

conditions, in terms of measured received power and root-119

mean-square (RMS) delay spread [15], [16], to evaluate their120

practical application as smart antenna solutions for high data121

rate 5G millimeter-wave systems, not only for mobile devices122

but also as a possible solution for access points (APs) [17],123

or even for outdoor base stations (BS), due to their flat124

antenna configuration and 2-D scanning capability of high-125

gain radiation beams. Finally, in the last section of this paper,AQ:1 126

we also introduce a new switched-beam antenna array concept127

based on a novel cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens,128

which has an effective gradient-index in one axis, while a129

constant index is maintained along the other one. With this130

cylindrical effective parameter distribution, the beam scanning131

can be performed in one plane by moving (or selecting) the132

Fig. 1. Circularly distributed parameters flat lens concept and modeling by
using triangular unit cells of perforations.

position of a radiating single element along the gradient-index 133

axis, whereas the beam can be maintained invariant in the 134

other direction, in which the effective parameters are kept 135

constant, despite changing the radiating element position in 136

this particular axis. In this way, the beam scanning can be 137

achieved in the constant-index axis of the lens by means 138

of a different technique, a frequency-scanned slot antenna 139

array (FSSA), which it is also introduced at the end of this 140

paper, in order to reduce the switching elements needed in 141

the proposed complete switched-beam antenna array structure, 142

to finally perform the scan of the high-gain radiation beam in 143

both theta and phi dimensions of the space. 144

II. FLAT LENSES DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS 145

Two different new inhomogeneous gradient-index dielectric 146

flat lenses are designed and numerically simulated, each one 147

with its particular effective parameters distribution, in order 148

to obtain two different radiation pattern characteristics and 149

beam-steering capabilities. In this sense, we are interested in 150

achieving two different high-gain beam shapes: a pencil-beam 151

and a fan-beam radiation patterns, because depending on the 152

situation they have been experimentally proved as attractive 153

solutions in the millimeter-wave frequency band for indoor 154

communications [17] and 5G systems [18]. 155

A. Concept Description 156

The particular parameters in both lens designs are optimized 157

previously considering the constraints and difficulties in the 158

fabrication of inhomogeneous lenses. Regarding this point, 159

we investigated the possibility of fabricating the designs in 160

a mass production technology such as LTTC technology. 161

Therefore, in the following sections, the concept description AQ:2162

and design considerations are defined taking into account the 163

viability in the subsequently prototype fabrication. 164

1) Circularly Distributed Parameters Flat Lens Concept: 165

The inhomogeneous gradient-index circular flat lens operat- 166

ing principle and design procedure are completely described 167

in [11], and the theoretical concept is depicted in Fig. 1. 168

Fundamentally, the design consists of a set of six concentric 169

rings of different permittivity (εr ) materials, in order to pro- 170

duce the desired phase delays required to obtain a plane wave 171

behind the lens, when the lens is illuminated from its central 172

focus position. In the same way, when the feeding position 173
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Fig. 2. Cyllindrically distributed parameters flat lens concept and modeling
by using triangular unit cells of perforations.

is moved along y- orx-directions (see Fig. 1), the different174

permittivity values of the lens produce a linear phase slope175

that steers the beam, accordingly [11]. Given the lens circular176

effective parameters distribution, the described behavior is177

independent of the axis in which the feeding antenna is moved178

along; the beam will be steered in the same manner.179

2) Cylindrically Distributed Parameters Flat Lens Concept:180

As it has been stated before, a fan-beam radiation pattern181

(i.e., a beam with a narrow beamwidth in one dimension,182

broader in the orthogonal) could be very useful for many appli-183

cations. More specifically, it has been successfully evaluated184

for high-speed indoor communication systems operating in the185

60 GHz band [17], recommending its utilization in certain186

situations at APs or portable stations (PSs), for example,187

due to its good immunity to azimuth pointing deviation [17].188

Therefore, in order to achieve a fan-beam pattern, a cylindrical189

lens, to correct the phase of a feeding antenna only in one190

dimension, in which the beam will be narrower, is needed.191

Therefore, in order to achieve a fan-beam radiation pattern,192

a cylindrical lens, to correct the phase of a feeding antenna193

only in one dimension, in which the beam will be narrower, is194

needed. However, it is essential to preserve a planar structure,195

despite a cylindrical permittivity profile is needed. Hence,196

the cylindrically distributed parameters lens functioning prin-197

ciple, along its gradient-index axis, is the same as for the198

previous circular lens described in [11], while in the constant-199

index axis, the lens is not performing any phase correction, and200

thus the radiation beam from the source is not being modified.201

The introduced novel lens achieves the desired behavior at202

the same time it preserves a planar antenna structure, very203

interesting for all aforementioned reasons related to APs204

and PSs.205

The cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens concept is206

depicted in Fig. 2. Fundamentally, consists in a set of eleven207

rectangular sections of six different permittivity materials, to208

produce the desired phase delays required to obtain a plane209

wave, when the lens is illuminated from its central focus210

position, in the same way as it has been described for the211

circular lens. Likewise, when the feeding position is moved212

along y-direction (see Fig. 2), the different permittivity values213

produce a linear phase slope, which steers the beam only along214

the gradient-index axis (i.e., along y-direction), accordingly.215

As a result of the lens cylindrical parameters distribution,216

TABLE I

LTCC PERFORATED LENSES CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS

if the position of the feeding element is moved along the 217

constant-index axis (i.e., x-direction), the beam is maintained 218

invariant, because the phase is not being corrected in this 219

specific dimension, to finally obtain the desired fan-beam 220

pattern. 221

B. Practical Dielectric Gradient-Index Flat Lens Design 222

After an optimization process, with a tradeoff between the 223

maximum achievable gain and aperture dimensions (gain val- 224

ues greater than 14 dB, or even 20 dB, are required to ensure 225

acceptable system performance and range around 60 GHz 226

band [8], [10]), the theoretical lens total dimensions are fixed 227

in 25 mm × 25 mm (5λ60 GHz × 5λ60 GHz), and 25 mm in 228

diameter, for the cylindrically and circularly distributed para- 229

meters lenses, respectively, with 7 mm thickness (1.4λ60 GHz), 230

and a focal length of F = 6.25 mm (1.25λ60 GHz), for both 231

lenses. 232

Applying the functioning principle and design procedure 233

described in [11] for the circular flat lens, and the same 234

principle for the cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens 235

but considering the particularities explained in the previous 236

section, the set of six different permittivity values needed, AQ:3237

respectively, for the different six rings or eleven zones of both 238

lenses are obtained and summarized in Table I. 239

Then, we selected the DuPont 9k7 (εr = 7.l, tan δ = 240

0.0009) dielectric material in order to model, simulate, and 241

fabricate the final LTCC lens prototypes, using an interesting 242

alternative to traditional fabrication methods, which consists 243

in perforating a single layer of dielectric substrate, as it 244

is described in [11]–[14], to reduce its effective dielectric 245

constant. If the diameter of the holes perforated in the sub- 246

strate (d) and the distance between them (s) are kept smaller 247

than λeff/2, the substrate will appear to have a uniform effec- 248

tive permittivity. Hence, the set of characteristic parameters 249

(εreff , α, d , and s) of the final prototypes modeled by perfo- 250

rations, using triangular unit cells of holes, are also summa- 251

rized in Table I, where the filling factor (α) is the fraction 252

of area (or volume) of substrate material removed by the 253

perforations to smoothly lower the permittivity from 7.1 to 2.9, 254

depending on the diameter (d) and distance (s). The complete 255

mathematical expressions to obtain the set of the character- 256

istic parameters, which define the perforated lens, can be 257

found in [12]. 258
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Fig. 3. H-plane gain radiation pattern simulation results at 60 GHz for each
Rho position of the WR-15 along x-dimension of the circular LTCC lens.

C. Simulation Results259

In this section, the two designed dielectric flat lenses are260

briefly numerically analyzed to test their focusing capabilities261

and performance in the whole frequency band of interest.262

1) Circular LTCC Flat Lens Simulation Results: The circu-263

lar perforated flat lens model has been simulated at 60 GHz264

band, from 57 to 66 GHz, using the time-domain solver of CST265

Microwave Studio. A complete set of nine different simula-266

tions have been performed corresponding to different discrete267

positions of a radiating element (which could correspond to268

the positions of antenna elements in a switched-beam array)269

along x-direction (see Fig. 3), going from Rho = −8 mm to270

Rho = +8 mm, in steps of 2 mm, testing the gain performance271

and beam-steering capabilities of the lens. The radiating ele-272

ment used consists of a rectangular aperture, a WR-15 open-273

ended waveguide model, with the E-field linearly polarized274

along the y-direction, which provides an efficient illumination275

of the lens with around −14 dB edge taper in the H-plane.276

The WR15 model is well matched (S11 < −10 dB) in the277

whole frequency band and for all the feeding positions. The278

WR-15 open-ended waveguide has been chosen to feed279

the lenses during the simulations and measurements because it280

represents a standard very well-known topology for antennas,281

instead of using other antenna alternatives, despite this would282

lead to a volumetric antenna configuration. However, a com-283

pletely planar antenna architecture suitable for mobile devices284

can be achieved, for example, with the lenses illuminated by285

a planar array of CPW-fed slot antennas, instead of an open-286

ended waveguide, as it is demonstrated in [9]. Nevertheless,287

in [9] it is shown that the lens performance in terms of gain288

radiation patterns is comparable to the performance achieved289

when the lens are fed by an open-ended waveguide. Moreover,290

the WR-15 feeding offers more flexibility in the setup during291

the experimental part of this paper. Then, for each Rho position292

of the feeding waveguide, the corresponding H-plane radiation293

patters are plotted at 60 GHz in Fig. 3. The simulation results294

at 60 GHz indicate that with the proposed design we are able295

to achieve up to 18.6 dB of broadside gain, beam-steering296

capabilities in both planes from −25° to +25° with around297

17 dB gain, and up to ±45° with around 14 dB gain, with298

low sidelobe levels (SLLs). Note that given the lens symmetry299

Fig. 4. E-plane gain radiation pattern simulation results at 60 GHz for each
Rho feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along gradient axis of the lens.

Fig. 5. H-plane gain radiation pattern simulation results at 60 GHz for each
X feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along constant axis of the lens.

identical E-plane radiation patterns are obtained when the lens 300

is fed in the same way as for the H-plane, and therefore 301

are not shown. Moreover, very good gain stability within the 302

whole 60 GHz band is observed from the simulated bandwidth 303

performance, plotted in Fig. 6. 304

2) Cylindrical LTCC Flat Lens Simulation Results: The 305

cylindrically distributed parameters perforated flat lens model 306

has been simulated from 57 to 66 GHz, using the time-domain 307

solver of CST Microwave Studio, in the same way as in 308

the previous section, along the gradient-index axis (to test AQ:4309

its beam-steering capabilities), and along the constant-index 310

axis (to test that the beam produced by the lens remains 311

almost invariant despite the position of the feeding antenna 312

in this specific dimension). Therefore, a complete set of nine 313

different simulations have been performed corresponding to 314

different discrete positions of a radiating element along the 315

gradient-index axis (i.e., y-direction in Fig. 2), going from 316

Rho = −8 mm to Rho = +8 mm, in steps of 2 mm, 317

testing the beam-steering capabilities of the lens. Another 318

set of nine different simulations have also been performed 319

moving the radiating element along the constant-index axis 320

(i.e., x-direction), to test that the beam produced by the lens 321

remains almost invariant despite the position of the feeding 322

antenna. 323

In both sets of simulations, the radiating element used 324

is a rectangular aperture model, a WR15 waveguide 325

(S11 < −10 dB) in the whole frequency band), which provides 326
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Fig. 6. Simulated bandwith performance: gain for different Rho positions
of the WR15 feeding the designed lenses in the whole frequency band of
interest.

an efficient lens illumination with around −12 dB edge taper327

in the E-plane. Then, for each position of the radiating328

waveguide, the corresponding E-plane and H-plane radiation329

patterns are plotted at 60 GHz in Figs. 4 and 5, for the330

gradient-index and constant-index cases, respectively. As it is331

shown, the expected behavior of the lens is obtained for both332

described cases: a radiation beam with around 15 dB of gain333

can be steered ±15° in the gradient axis, and up to ±60°334

with more than 10 dB gain, while a radiation beam with335

around 15 dB gain is practically maintained invariant pointing336

to the broadside direction despite the feeding aperture is being337

moved along the constant-index axis, allowing us to perform338

the beam scanning in this direction by using a different339

technique. The maximum gain obtained in our numerical340

results is slightly lower compared to the gain achieved with the341

inhomogeneous circular lenses, because in this case the cylin-342

drically distributed parameters flat lens is performing the phase343

correction only in one single dimension instead of two. For this344

reason, the radiation beam obtained is a fan-beam type pattern345

(i.e., a beam with a narrow beamwidth in one dimension,346

broader in the orthogonal), which could be also very inter-347

esting for some particular applications such as radar and348

imaging systems, and more specifically for high-speed indoor349

communication systems at 60 GHz, in which this kind of pat-350

tern has been successfully assessed [17]. From the simulation351

results, we also obtain total and radiation efficiencies around352

90%–95% for the lens fed with the aforementioned353

rectangular aperture, since a low-loss LTCC substrate354

is used.355

3) Rogers TMM6 Flat Lens Simulation Results: For compar-356

ison purposes, the circular dielectric flat lens introduced in [11]357

is also considered during the experimental assessments carried358

out along this paper. Since the radiation pattern numerical359

results obtained for this lens have been already published360

in [11], they are not shown here. Instead, the bandwidth361

performance for the circular TMM6 lens, and for the two new362

LTCC lenses, is plotted in Fig. 6.363

Fig. 7. LTCC dielectric flat lens prototypes fabrication: 31 DuPont 9k7 layers
aligned and stacked together before the lamination process.

III. LTCC FABRICATION OF THE PROTOTYPES 364

Once the new designed LTCC lenses have been numeri- 365

cally tested, and promising simulation results were obtained, 366

different prototypes have been fabricated at the facilities of 367

the Universitat Politècnica de València in LTCC technology in 368

order to, first, characterize their performance with a complete 369

set of measurements, and then, experimentally evaluate their 370

practical application as smart antenna solution for high data 371

rate 5G millimeter-wave systems. A good description of the 372

complete LTCC fabrication process can be found in [19]. 373

Essentially, the LTCC process consists in building a mul- 374

tilayered substrate structure with the capability of printing 375

different metallization individually in each single dielectric 376

glass/ceramic sheet (called green tape). Thus, LTCC allows 377

processing all the design layers separately. 378

Once all the layers are processed in parallel, separately, 379

they are stacked, laminated together at high pressure in an 380

isostatic process (around 210 kg/cm2), and co-fired (sintering 381

process) at a temperature of 850 °C during 26.5 h. After 382

a preconditioning process, in which each sheet of smooth 383

green-tape dielectric substrate is heated up to 120 °C during 384

20 min, we perform at each layer a total of around 1500 holes 385

with a via punching process machine, to finally achieve the 386

desired gradient-index permittivity profile in one axis, while 387

a constant-index profile is achieved in the orthogonal one, 388

for the cylindrically distributed lens, and a gradient index 389

along both axis, for the circular lens. These small holes, 390

of only 0.4 and 0.2 mm in diameter, are performed on the soft 391

254 μm thickness DuPont GreenTape 9k7 dielectric substrate. 392

After the punching process, the 31 layers needed to finally 393

build the lens are stacked together, laminated, and sintered in 394

order to obtain a single monolithic structure of 7 mm thick- 395

ness. During the lamination and sintering LTCC processes, 396

the material is shrinking 11.8% in z-direction and 9.1% in 397

x- and y-directions, and therefore, we previously considered 398

this shrinkage of the substrate material before manufacturing 399

the final lens design to achieve the characteristic parameters 400

explained in Section II (lens thickness, via-hole dimensions, 401

and separation between holes). 402

It is remarkable that the proposed fabrication method 403

reduces considerably the final fabrication time compared to 404

the fabrication time needed for manufacturing the TMM6 lens 405
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Fig. 8. LTCC dielectric flat lens prototypes with the effective permittivity
circularly and cylindrically distributed. A microscopic image of a high hole
density zone is shown in the inset of the upper-right corner.

Fig. 9. TDS system placed on an optical talbe used to characterize different
materials. A detailed image of the two focusing lenses of the system and the
lens under test placed in between is shown in the inset.

introduced in [11], which was huge using carbide drills on a406

hard substrate, because the LTCC process allows to perform407

1000 holes/min on each soft substrate layer. A photograph of408

the set of 31 DuPont LTCC material layers stacked to build the409

lenses is shown in Fig. 7, and a photograph of final prototypes410

is shown in Fig. 8, where a detailed microscopic image of a411

high-density zone of holes is additionally provided.412

IV. FLAT LENSES MEASUREMENT RESULTS413

A set of measurements have been conducted at AntennaLab414

facilities of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya in order415

to characterize the performance of the introduced flat lenses416

for future high-speed 5G millimeter-wave applications.417

A. Flat Lenses Permittivity Profile Measurements418

Before testing the performance of the two dielectric flat419

lenses in terms of radiation patterns parameters, S-parameters,420

or efficiencies, it is fundamental and very interesting to assert421

that the required permittivity profiles have been achieved after422

the LTCC fabrication process.423

With the described purpose, to precisely measure the per-424

mittivity profile of the fabricated prototypes a time-domain425

spectroscopy (TDS) system has been used. Our complete TDS426

measurement system is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of a femto-427

second pulsed laser, which generates very short pulses that are428

sampled by using an optical delay stage. Once the complete429

Fig. 10. 3-D representation of the mesured permittivity profile for the circular
TMM6 lens (top), LTCC circular (middle), and LTCC cylindrical (bottom).

pulse is retrieved, a discrete Fourier transform is performed in 430

order to obtain the spectrum, as it is usually realized in most 431

of the TDS systems. In this specific case, despite our TDS 432

system is a terahertz-TDS system, which is able to measure up 433

to 1–1.5 THz, it is also capable of measuring with a dynamic 434

range (DR) above 30 dB around 60 GHz, and with a DR 435

above 50 dB around 100 GHz. Taking advantage of the small 436

beam spot generated by our TDS system, which is collimated 437

with two focusing lenses placed after the photoconductive 438

receiver and transmitter antennas, we are able to precisely 439

characterize the permittivity of different materials by using the 440

delay produced introducing the sample in between, compared 441

to the signal in free space. First, a solid sample of the 442

DuPont 9k7 LTCC material has been measured, validating 443

the maximum permittivity around 7, as it was expected. After 444

that, some different samples with uniform hole distribution 445

have also been tested, obtaining the expected results as well, 446

confirming the anticipated behavior. 447

Therefore, in order to measure the complete permittivity 448

profile over the whole flat lens surface, the prototype is placed 449

in between the two focusing lenses of the TDS system. With 450

the help of two linear stages (to perform the specific movement 451

needed in the x- and y-axes), the TDS narrow radiation beam 452

is scanned in steps of 1 mm (λo60 GHz/5) over the lens surface. 453
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Fig. 11. Far-field radiation pattern measurement setup at 60 GHz band.
Detailed images of the WR-15 and lens on PVC supports are shown in the
insets.

The 3-D representations of the measured permittivity pro-454

files for the circular TMM6, and for the circular and cylindrical455

LTCC lenses, are plotted in Fig. 10. As it is shown, despite456

the physical shape of the designed lenses, with an absolutely457

planar structure, the permittivity profile is very well defined in458

all the cases for all the considered lenses, thus demonstrating459

the good fabrication results, confirming the viability in LTCC460

fabrication process.461

B. Flat Lenses Performance Evaluation462

A complete set of electromagnetic performance measure-463

ments for all the designed flat lenses has been carried out in464

the AntennaLab facilities of the UPC.465

1) Radiation Pattern Measurement Results: The far-field466

radiation patterns produced by all the considered lenses fed467

with a WR-15 open-ended waveguide have been measured468

from 57 to 66 GHz using the measurement setup shown469

in Fig. 11. It is composed of an Agilent N5247A vector470

network analyzer, a precision rotary stage to perform the471

scanning of the antennas under test (AUT) in the xz plane472

(see Fig. 11), stage controllers, a WR-15 waveguide to feed473

the lens, a conical horn antenna used as a probe, some RF474

absorbers in order to avoid undesired reflections between the475

instrumentations, and a computer for controlling the automa-476

tization of the complete setup.477

A total of nine measurements have been performed for the478

circular LTCC lens corresponding to different Rho feeding479

positions of the transmitting WR-15 waveguide (going from480

Rho = −8 mm to Rho = +8 mm) in steps of 2 mm481

along the x-direction, with the waveguide linearly polarized482

in the y-direction, as it is depicted in the scheme of Fig. 12.483

Once the radiation patterns are measured, in order to obtain484

the gain radiation patterns, the AUT is replaced for a well-485

known conical horn antenna (used as a reference) to per-486

form a power level comparison. Therefore, the corresponding487

H-plane gain radiation pattern results are plotted in Fig. 12488

at 60 GHz. In general, very good agreement is observed489

between simulation results (Fig. 3) and measurements. In the490

broadside direction we achieve up to 17.5 dB gain, with491

Fig. 12. Complete set of measured H-plane gain radiation patterns at 60 GHz
for each Rho feeding position of the WR-15, for the circular LTCC lens.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF TMM6 AND LTCC CIRCULAR LENSES

PERFORMANCE AT 60 GHz (H-PLANE PARAMETERS)

Fig. 13. Measured E-plane gain radiation patterns at 60 GHz for each Rho
feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along gradient axis of the lens.

beam-steering capabilities from −25° to +25° with around 492

15 dB, and up to ±45° with more than 11 dB gain. Addition- 493

ally, the most important radiation pattern parameters at 60 GHz 494

are summarized in Table II, in order to concisely compact all 495

the interesting and most relevant measurement results for a 496

better analysis in the next experimental section in which the 497

practical use of the three considered lenses as smart antenna 498

systems is evaluated. 499

In the same way, a total of nine measurements have been 500

performed for the cylindrical LTCC flat along the gradient- 501

index axis of the lens, and nine additional measurements 502

along the constant-index axis, in order to obtain the gain 503

radiation patterns produced by the lens when is fed by a 504

WR-15 waveguide. Therefore, the corresponding E-plane gain 505

radiation patterns results are plotted in Fig. 13 at 60 GHz 506

(WR-15 with the electric field y-direction polarized, as it is 507

depicted). 508

As it is observed, as the Rho feeding position is moved 509

leftwards, the high-gain radiation pattern produced by the 510

lens is steered rightwards (and vice versa), accordingly. 511

Compared to the simulation results (Fig. 4), in general there 512

is a very good agreement. Up to 14.8 dB gain in the broadside 513
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Fig. 14. Measured H-plane gain radiation patterns at 60 GHz for each
X feeding position of the WR-15 waveguide along constant axis of the lens.

Fig. 15. Measured normalized E-plane radiation patterns at 60 GHz
(cut along gradient-index axis) moving the WR-15 in the constant axis of
the lens (along X) for Rho = 0 mm and Rho = 4 mm feeding positions.

direction is achieved, with around 13 dB at ±25°, and more514

than 10 dB when the beam is scanned ±55°. In addition,515

the corresponding nine H-plane gain radiation patterns for516

nine different positions of the WR-15 waveguide along the517

constant-index axis of the lens (i.e., x-direction), maintaining518

the Rho position centered to the lens (Rho = 0 mm), are519

plotted in Fig. 14. As it is shown, despite moving the feeding520

aperture, the beams are maintained almost invariant in this521

specific dimension, as it was expected.522

Moreover, going one step further in this sense, the523

E-plane radiation patterns corresponding at different X feeding524

positions of the WR-15 along the constant-index axis of the525

lens, keeping invariant the Rho position, are plotted in Fig. 15.526

Only the Rho = 0 mm (X = 0–8 mm) and Rho = 4 mm527

(X = 0–8 mm) feeding positions are plotted in order to avoid528

cluttering the figure, but it is enough to observe and confirm529

the previously described behavior, which is also obtained for530

the rest of the feeding positions.531

As it is noticed, although the WR-15 is moved in the532

x-dimension, the E-plane (vertical cut, y-direction in Fig. 15),533

is maintained practically invariant for all X positions of534

the open-ended waveguide. As for the circular LTCC lens,535

the most important radiation pattern parameters at 60 GHz536

are summarized in Table II for the cylindrical LTCC lens.537

Moreover, the same set of radiation patterns measurements538

are also carried out for the TMM6 lens introduced in [11]539

with our setup. Then, for comparison purposes and due to the540

fact that this lens is also evaluated in the next experimental541

section, the most important radiation pattern parameters at542

60 GHz are also summarized in Table II. As it is shown, with543

the circular LTCC lens, we achieve similar radiation pattern544

Fig. 16. Measured bandwidth performance: maximum gain for different Rho
feeding positions of the WR-15 along gradient-index axis of the lenses.

Fig. 17. Estimated loss efficiency computed from simulated directivity and
measured gain values for the three considered lenses.

characteristics as with the circular TMM6 lens, with slightly 545

lower gain values at some frequencies and scanning angles, 546

because in this case the highest permittivity value is 7 instead 547

of 6, thus slightly higher reflection is obtained in the dielectric- 548

vacuum (free space) transition. 549

2) Measured Bandwidth Performance: In addition, the gain 550

over the whole 60 GHz frequency band of interest has been 551

measured for all the Rho feeding positions, and it is plotted 552

in Fig. 16, for the three considered dielectric flat lenses. As it 553

shown, very good gain stability is observed for the three 554

lenses, confirming the good broadband behavior obtained in 555

the numerical results. This is a remarkable result because in 556

general it is very difficult to achieve antenna systems with 557

broadband operation behavior. 558

3) Estimated Efficiencies: The estimated loss efficien- 559

cies for the three flat lenses are also reported in Fig. 17, 560
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Fig. 18. Measured S11 parameter of the three lenses for different Rho feeding
positions of the WR-15 waveguide in the whole frequency band of interest.

from 57 to 66 GHz, computed from CST simulation results561

of the directivity and measured gain values, since with our562

setup we are not able to measure the complete 3-D radiation563

patterns in order to integrate the whole power to obtain directly564

the efficiency or the directivity. As it is shown, almost constant565

values around 70%–80%, and above, are estimated in all the566

cases for the whole frequency band, since low-loss dielectric567

materials are used to build the lenses.568

4) Measured Reflection Coefficient: The measured S11 para-569

meters obtained, after applying a short-open-load-thru (SOLT)570

calibration, for the different flat lenses fed with the corre-571

sponding WR-15 open-ended waveguide in the different Rho572

positions are plotted in Fig. 18, for the whole frequency band.573

As it is shown, all the measured reflection coefficients are574

below −10 dB, as it was expected.575

V. ASSESSMENT OF THE FLAT LENS PERFORMANCE IN576

A REAL 60 GHZ WPAN INDOOR ENVIRONMENT577

Once the three considered dielectric flat lenses have been578

fully electromagnetically characterized and remarkable good579

measurement results have been obtained, their performance is580

experimentally evaluated and compared to a single commer-581

cial omni-directional antenna, as well as their use as smart582

antennas is experimentally compared to a traditional ULA in583

real 60 GHz WPAN environment.584

A. Introduction585

For this experimental part, we have considered an indoor586

scenario in the facilities of the Universidad Politécnica de587

Cartagena (UPCT) varying the position of the receiver (Rx)588

antenna. Three different positions for the Rx antenna have589

been measured forming an angle of 0°, 22.5°, and 45° with590

respect to the transmitting (Tx) antenna, which is placed in591

a fixed position. The receiver antenna is, in all the cases,592

a single commercial Q-par QOM55-65 VRA 55 to 65 GHz593

Fig. 19. Indoor scenario and experimental measurement setup arrangement.

omni-directional V-type antenna. The gain of this antenna 594

varies from 4.3 to 5.2 dB within the considered 57 to 64 GHz 595

frequency band, and the typical 3 dB elevation beamwidth 596

ranges from 24° to 33°, while being omni directional in the 597

horizontal plane. In this paper, the considered Tx antennas are 598

the three presented lenses fed by the same rectangular aperture 599

WR-15 waveguide used during the previous sections, the same AQ:5600

commercial omni-directional antenna used in the Rx part, and 601

a virtual ULA modeled with ten positions of this same omni- 602

directional antenna. The performance test with the considered 603

Tx antennas is carried out in direct LOS conditions for all the 604

angles between Tx and Rx, and also in OLOS conditions for 605

the 0° case. In the following sections, all the important con- AQ:6606

siderations about the experimental scenario, channel sounder, 607

and methodology are conveniently described before to proceed 608

with the analysis of the measurement results. 609

B. Experimental Scenario 610

The scenario for this experimental study is a laboratory of 611

the UPCT. The laboratory is an almost rectangular room of 612

about 5 m × 9 m furnished with several closets, desktops, and 613

shelves. The laboratory scheme with the measurement setup 614

arrangement is depicted in Fig. 19. As it is shown in Fig. 19, 615

the three different considered Tx–Rx situations are established 616

as follows: 3 m between Tx and Rx forming an angle of 0° 617

(first position), 3 m between Tx and Rx forming an angle 618

of 22.5° (second position), and at 2.3 m between Tx and Rx 619

forming an angle of 45° (third position). 620

C. Channel Sounder and Methodology 621

The channel sounder and the methodology employed in this 622

paper are exactly the same as the followed and exhaustively 623

explained in [20]. A VNA is used to measure the trans- AQ:7624

mission (S21) parameter in order to obtain in the frequency 625

domain the complex transfer function of a wireless system. 626

The frequency domain function measured H ( f ) is acquired. 627

Then, the relative received power (P) is computed. This para- 628

meter, which is defined as the ratio between the transmitted 629

and the received powers, is important for 5G communication 630

systems because describes the attenuation of the transmitted 631
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Fig. 20. Relative received power at first position (θ = 0°) in LOS conditions.

TABLE III

SUMMARY OF LTCC CYLINDRICAL LENS PERFORMANCE AT

60 GHz (E-PLANE AND H-PLANE PARAMETERS)

radio link in a specific angular direction. Next, the time632

domain function h(t) is obtained by using the inverse fast633

Fourier transform. Last, the power delay profile (PDP) and634

the RMSdelay spread (στ ), which represents the standard635

deviation of the PDP, are calculated, as it is exhaustively636

explained in [20]. In this case, the RMS delay spread is637

a fundamental parameter in order to have a notion of the638

multipath characteristics of a communications channel. The639

longer the RMS delay spread, the smaller the coherence640

bandwidth, which directly affects and limits the capacity in641

a 5G wireless communication system.642

D. Experimental Results643

In the following sections the experimental results obtainedAQ:8 644

for the three considered positions are reported and compared645

for the three dielectric flat lenses, and for the ULA and SISO646

cases.647

1) First Position Measurements: As it is depicted in Fig. 19,648

in the first position situation the Tx and the Rx antennas are649

separated 3 m forming an angle of 0° between them. For the650

LOS condition, the absorbent panel placed in between the651

Tx and Rx is removed. Then, the methodology detailed in [20]652

is applied obtaining the following results for all the considered653

antennas.654

For the LOS situation, the relative received power in func-655

tion of the angle and the PDP are plotted for each different656

transmitting antenna in Figs. 20 and 21, respectively.657

As it is observed in Fig. 20, the highest relative received658

power is achieved using the circular TMM6 as a transmitting659

antenna, as it was expected from the measured radiation660

pattern parameter results obtained in the previous sectionsAQ:9 661

(see Tables II and III). In any case, with all the designed662

Fig. 21. PDP at first position (θ = 0°) in LOS conditions.

TABLE IV

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD

VALUES FOR FIRST POSITION IN LOS CONDITIONS

lenses the relative received power is better compared to using 663

a beamforming technique applied to the ten-element ULA. 664

In Fig. 21, the measured PDP shows that for all cases, 665

direct ray with highest power (LOS component) is received 666

at 10.5 ns. The rest of the components arrive attenuated in 667

the next moments due to the multipath propagation. It is 668

worthwhile mention that the shape obtained for all the PDPs 669

is almost identical, which means that the situation of the 670

antennas has been the same during the whole process of the 671

measurements campaign, fact that is very difficult in this kind 672

of measurements at these frequencies. 673

In the Table IV, the relative received power and the RMS 674

delay spread calculated from the PDP for each evaluated trans- 675

mitting antenna are summarized. As it is observed in Table IV, 676

the highest relative received power is achieved with the circular 677

TMM6 lens, which it has been stated before. 678

Additionally, the power difference among the rest is accord- 679

ing to the measured gain values (see Tables II and III). For 680

example, the measured gain difference obtained in previous AQ:10681

sections between the circular TMM6 lens and the circular 682

LTCC is around 0.8 dB, which is almost the same relative 683

received power difference obtained for this first measured 684

position in LOS conditions. Similar results are also obtained 685

comparing the TMM6 lens and the cylindrical LTCC lens: 686

a measured gain difference of 3.7 dB between the two 687

lenses, and a relative received power difference of 4.5 dB. 688

Moreover, a remarkable result is that the measured relative 689

received power for the ten-element ULA is lower than the 690

measured for all the designed lenses, being the SISO case 691

the worst, and constant, independently of the angle, as it is 692

shown in Fig. 22, since a single omni-directional antenna 693

is used. 694
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Fig. 22. Relative received power at first position (θ = 0°) in OLOS
conditions.

Fig. 23. PDP at first position (θ = 0°) in OLOS conditions.

Regarding the RMS delay spread, the computed values from695

measurements are very low for all the considered antennas696

due to the LOS situation, in which the signal is propagating697

without facing any obstacle. For the lens antennas, the results698

are very similar, below 1 ns, being for the cylindrical LTCC699

lens the lowest. However, for the ULA case the RMS delay700

spread is the double due to the diversity, and for the SISO is701

even higher because the use of the omni-directional antenna,702

which has a wider −3 dB beamwidth radiation pattern.703

For the same setup of the first measured position, we placed704

an absorbent panel in the middle of the Tx and Rx antennas.705

Therefore, in this case the direct ray is obstructed by the706

obstacle. In the same way as in the previous situation, the707

relative received power in function of the angle and the PDP708

is plotted for each transmitting antenna in Figs. 22 and 23,709

respectively. As it is shown in Fig. 23, the direct ray is710

canceled and a component with lower power than the previous711

one is received at 17.1 ns. In Fig. 22, it is observed that712

at 0°, the received power is really low because this path is713

being obstructed for the absorbent panel. However, thanks714

to multipath propagation, around 40° we are receiving a715

certain amount of power. For this angle, the TMM6 lens is716

still performing better than the rest of transmitting antennas,717

despite the ULA is steering the beam to the direction of718

maximum propagation, but it is clearly receiving less power.719

TABLE V

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD VALUES
FOR FIRST POSITION IN OLOS CONDITIONS

Fig. 24. Relative received power at second position (θ = 22.5°) in LOS
conditions.

Fig. 25. PDP at second position (θ = 22.5°) in LOS conditions.

Table V shows a summary of the computed values for the 720

relative received power and RMS delay spread for this OLOS 721

situation in the first measurement position. Due to the obstacle, 722

the received power decreases, while the RMS delay spread 723

increases, as it was expected. It is observed that the lowest 724

delay spread is also achieved with the TMM6 lens. 725

2) Second Position Measurements: As it is depicted 726

in Fig. 19, in the second position situation the Tx and 727

Rx antennas are separated 3 m forming an angle of 22.5° 728

between them in a LOS condition. In the same way as it 729

has been previously described, the measurements are carried 730

out. Therefore, the relative received power in function of the 731

angle and the PDP are plotted for each different transmitting 732

antenna in Figs. 24 and 25, respectively, and in the Table VI, 733

the computed relative received power and the RMS delay 734

spread are also summarized. 735
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TABLE VI

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD
VALUES FOR SECOND POSITION IN LOS CONDITIONS

Fig. 26. Relative received power at third position (θ = 45°) in LOS
conditions.

As it is shown in Fig. 25, the strongest component is736

received at 10.1 ns, a similar time delay as for the first position737

in LOS situation, but the received power is slightly lower738

because the antennas are forming 22.5° between them. In this739

case, the highest received power value is obtained using the740

TMM6 lens, and the lowest RMS delay spread is achieved741

with the cylindrical LTCC lens. The power received with the742

ten-element ULA is almost the same as with the TMM6 lens,743

however, the RMS delay spread is considerably higher, nearly744

seven times higher in comparison to TMM6 lens, and up to745

nine times compared to the value obtained using the cylindrical746

LTCC lens, which is a remarkable result because directly747

affects the coherence bandwidth, which in turn limits the748

capacity in a wireless transmission system.749

3) Third Position Measurements: The third position con-750

sidered in this experimental study is also depicted in Fig. 19,751

defining a distance of 2.3 m separating the Tx and Rx antennas752

and forming an angle of 45° between them in LOS conditions.753

For this particular wide-angle case, the measured relative754

power and the computed PDP are plotted in Figs. 26 and 27,755

respectively. In addition, the maximum relative received power756

and the RMS delay spread values are summarized in Table VII757

for each evaluated Tx antenna. As it is observed, the direct758

ray with the strongest component (LOS condition) is received759

at 7.7 ns for all the considered antennas. The rest of the760

components arrive delayed due to the multipath propagation,761

all of them with different levels of attenuation depending762

on which antenna is used. The maximum received power763

is centered around 40°, as it is shown in Fig. 26. Once764

again, the highest received power is achieved with the circular765

TMM6 lens, despite the wide steering angle in which the766

Fig. 27. PDP at third position (θ = 45°) in LOS conditions.

TABLE VII

RELATIVE RECEIVED POWER AND RMS DELAY SPREAD

VALUES FOR THIRD POSITION IN LOS CONDITIONS

Rx antenna is placed with respect to the Tx. Regarding the 767

RMS delay spread, the results confirm the previously obtained 768

in other situations, being the cylindrical LTCC lens the best 769

option in order to obtain the lowest value, with a RMS delay 770

spread of 1.2 ns, 15 times lower than the obtained with the 771

ten-element ULA. 772

VI. SWITCHED-BEAM ANTENNA BASED ON 773

LTCC DIELECTRIC FLAT LENSES AND 774

FREQUENCY-SCANNED ARRAYS 775

In the last section of this paper, the design of an innovative AQ:11776

switched-beam antenna array concept for 5G millimeter-wave 777

applications, based on a practical application of the cylindri- 778

cally distributed parameters LTCC flat lens, is presented and 779

completely evaluated. 780

A. Introduction 781

As it has been demonstrated, taking advantage of the 782

cylindrical effective parameter distribution of the lens, 783

the beam scanning can be performed in one plane by moving 784

(or selecting) the position of a radiating single element along 785

the gradient-index axis, whereas the beam can be maintained 786

invariant in the other direction, in which the effective parame- 787

ters are kept constant, despite changing the radiating element 788

position in this particular axis. Therefore, in this way, the beam 789

scanning can be achieved in the constant-index axis of the lens 790

by means of a different technique, a FSSA [21], [22], which 791

it is also introduced in this final paper section, in order to AQ:12792

realize not only a 1-D beam scanning but a 2-D beam scanning 793

of high-gain radiation beams, in a compact millimeter-wave 794
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Fig. 28. Switched-beam antenna array concept with cylindrically distributed
parameters flat lens and frequency-scanned array to perform beam-scanning
in theta and phi, by frequency sweeping or selecting a specific linear array.

antenna solution, easy to integrate in a single monolithic795

structure with LTCC technology.796

Therefore, the theoretical concept for the described behavior797

of the flat lens in front of a linear array of antennas distributed798

along the constant-index axis, which is able to scan its beam in799

this dimension by sweeping the frequency, is shown in Fig. 28.800

B. Frequency-Scanned Slot Antenna Array801

Considering that a broadside invariant radiation pattern is802

obtained in the constant-index axis of the flat lens, despite803

the feeding aperture is being moved along this axis, a linear804

frequency-scanned stripline-fed transverse slot antenna array805

with a particular structure has been designed to achieve beam806

scanning in one single plane by sweeping the frequency, taking807

advantage of the huge amount of available bandwidth for808

communication applications around 60 GHz.809

1) Frequency-Scanned Slot Array Design and Geometry:810

In this kind of arrays, the beam-steering capability is obtained811

controlling the relative phase shift between the array elements812

by sweeping the operating frequency [21], instead of intro-813

ducing phase delays by means of bulky and complex phase814

shifters, as it is common in traditional phased arrays.815

The proposed linear array geometry is shown in Fig. 29.816

It consists of a set of ten transverse slots fed by a meandering817

stripline, which provides the required phase delay between818

slot elements in order to steer the beam when the frequency819

is conveniently changed. The signal is propagating through820

the stripline and it is coupling energy to each one of the slots,821

which in turn, is radiating the coupled energy to the free space.822

In this way, the slots which are closer to the stripline feeding823

point need to be less coupled than the slots which are far away824

from this point, because the signal is stronger at the beginning825

and tends to be smoothly weakened because it is being radiated826

at every consecutive slot it finds during its propagation. The827

stripline is terminated with a matched load in order to absorb828

the remaining power which is not being radiated after the last829

of the slots, thus avoiding undesired reflections. This array is830

Fig. 29. Frequency-scanned stripline-fed transverse slot antenna array
geometry: whole structure (top), and detailed images of the meandering
stripline and the pin curtains (left) and two layer structure geometry
dimensions (right).

a nonresonant structure, in which traveling waves are used for 831

the excitation of the slots, opposed to resonant or standing 832

wave arrays, in which a short circuit is placed at the end, 833

instead of a matched load. 834

The total dimensions of this novel stripline-fed slot antenna 835

array are 25 mm × 5 mm (5λ60 GHz × 1λ60 GHz), with 836

508 μm thickness. It is designed from two different Rogers 837

Duroid 5880 (εr = 2.2; tan(δ) = 0.004 at 60 GHz [23]) 838

substrate layers of 254 μm thickness. This substrate was 839

chosen for its low losses and low permittivity values, which 840

facilitate the radiation and improve the overall antenna 841

efficiency. 842

The slot geometry plane is printed on the top substrate 843

layer, while the meandering stripline and the ground-plane are 844

printed on the bottom layer; thus the feeding line is placed 845

in between top and bottom planes. The slot dimensions are 846

all the same (1.6 mm × 0.3 mm). The meandering stripline 847

is designed in 370 μm width, in order to ensure 50 	 at the 848

feeding port. 849

As it is shown in Fig. 29, the ten slots are placed transver- 850

sal to the feeding stripline, leaving a physical distance of 851

λo60 GHz/2 between them. The meandering stripline length 852

is around λg60GHz (a wavelength inside the substrate) and 853

guarantees the needed phase delay to perform the desired beam 854

steering with the frequency sweeping from 57 to 66 GHz. 855

Initially, all the ten slots are placed −0.4/+0.4 mm 856

(odd/even slots, respectively) with respect to the array cen- 857

ter along the y-direction (i.e., the slot feeding position, 858

see Fig. 29), thus providing the same coupling level to all 859

of them. After an iterative optimization process, by using 860

the CST’s trust region algorithm, defining a tradeoff between 861

maximum achievable gain and a fixed value of SLLs 862

below −10 dB, considering the whole frequency band from 863

57 to 66 GHz, the final position along y-direction for each 864

individual slot is determined. A transversal pin curtains 865

(see Fig. 29) are placed between slot elements in order to 866

isolate each one from each other to avoid the coupling and 867

suppressing the surface wave propagation between the parallel 868

plates of the array. 869
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Fig. 30. S-Parameters (S11 and S21) and efficiencies (total and radiation)
simulation results for the frequency-scanned slot array in the wholeband of
interest.

Fig. 31. Simulated E-plane gain radiation patterns obtained sweeping the
frequency of the linear slot array, in steps of 1 GHz, from 57 to 66 GHz.

2) Frequency-Scanned Slot Array Simulation Results:870

Therefore, the final frequency-scanned slot array design has871

been simulated using CST Microwave Studio with the time-872

domain solver from 57 to 66 GHz. In Fig. 30, the simu-873

lation results of the S-parameters, radiation, and total effi-874

ciencies for the frequency-scanned array are plotted. As it875

is shown, the structure is well-matched since the reflection876

coefficient (S11) is below −10 dB over the whole frequency877

band.878

The simulated transmission coefficient (S21) is also879

below −10 dB, which means that most part of the input880

power is being transferred to the antenna from the feeding881

stripline, and then, radiated to the free-space; likewise, it is882

supposed that the power is not being trapped into the array883

structure. Moreover, in this sense, the simulated total and884

radiation efficiencies are showing values around 70%–80%.885

Note that S22 and S12 parameters are not plotted due to the886

symmetry and reciprocity of the design.887

The E-plane gain radiation pattern at each frequency,888

in steps of 1 GHz, is plotted in Fig. 31. As it is shown, with889

the proposed design we are able to scan the maximum of the890

beam from −12° to +12°, with almost constant gain values891

Fig. 32. 3-D representation of the fan-beam obtained in simulation with the
frequency-scanned stripline-fed transverse slot antenna array at 60 GHz.

around 16 dB, and up to 16.7 dB gain. From −15° to +14°, 892

we are able to obtain beam scanning with more than 15 dB 893

gain, and from −20° to +18°, we still have 10 dB. SLL is 894

below −10 dB for all the radiation beams and below −14 dB 895

in most of the cases, with −3 dB beamwidths around 12°. 896

Because of the linear distribution of the slots along 897

x-direction, the frequency-scanned array is also generating 898

a fan-beam radiation pattern having a narrow beamwidth in 899

this specific dimension, while the typical broader beamwidth 900

of a single slot antenna is obtained along the orthogonal 901

y-axis, as it is expected. A 3-D representation of the fan-beam 902

radiation pattern obtained with the numerical results of the 903

performed simulations is plotted in Fig. 32. Note that since the 904

linear array is modeled with a set of slot antennas individually 905

linearly polarized in x-direction, the whole array structure is 906

performing a linearly x-direction polarized radiation pattern 907

as well. 908

The overall performance of the proposed slot array in simu- 909

lation is comparable to the obtained with similar designs [22], 910

having even better gain values while using a smaller fractional 911

bandwidth to perform the frequency sweep. 912

Moreover, its singular novel stripline-fed transverse struc- 913

ture, with the feeding line isolated from outer parts, allows 914

for a better control of the radiated fields in order to optimally 915

illuminate the cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens, 916

also facilitating an easier adaptation of the design if there is a 917

change in the boundaries, or a redesign for higher frequencies 918

is needed. 919

C. Complete Switched-Beam Antenna Array 920

This section is devoted to numerically evaluate the perfor- 921

mance of the complete SWBA array structure based on both 922

presented flat lens and frequency-scanned array. 923

1) Concept Description and Final Geometry: As it has 924

been demonstrated before, with the help of the cylindrically 925

distributed parameters flat lens it is possible to correct the 926

phase in one single plane in order to focus the radiation beam. 927

Since the FSSA provides a fan-beam radiation pattern, which 928

is easy to steer along its linear structure by sweeping the 929
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Fig. 33. Complete SWBA array structure for future high data rate 5G wireless
communication applications and 3-D representation of the high-gain pencil
beam obtained in numerical simulations.

frequency, if we correctly place this linear array orthogonally930

to the gradient-index axis of the lens, the final result will lead931

to a 2-D focused radiation beam, which in turn will allow the932

beam-scanning easily in 2-D. Therefore, the linear frequency-933

scanned array model has been replied five times along the934

gradient-index of the flat lens, placed orthogonally at its focal935

distance, as it is depicted in Fig. 33.936

Since the overall dimensions of a single linear array are937

5 mm × 25 mm, and because it is replied five times along938

y-axis (see Fig. 33), the final array planar dimensions are939

25 mm × 25 mm, exactly the same square dimensions of940

the flat lens. The final structure is modeled with five input941

ports (P1–P5, Fig. 33), and five matched ports (50 	) at the942

end of each linear array. In this way, the number of switching943

elements needed if we want to individually select one single944

port among the five available is significantly reduced, thus945

in turn decreasing considerably the losses introduced and946

the complexity of the integration of this kind of electronic947

components at millimeter-wave frequencies.948

2) Complete SWBA Simulation Results: The complete949

switched-beam antenna array structure has been numerically950

simulated with CST Microwave Studio in the 60 GHz band,951

from 57 to 66 GHz, to evaluate the final performance of the952

proposed novel antenna solution. The corresponding E-plane953

gain radiation patterns obtained by sweeping the frequency954

from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, are plotted in Fig. 34,955

for the case of selecting the third port (i.e., the central linear956

array among the five).957

As it is shown, with the proposed solution we are able958

to increase the maximum achievable gain up to 21.5 dB,959

with constant gain level over 20 dB, and beam scanning960

capabilities along the vertical dimension from −12° to +12°961

by sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz. SLL are below962

−10 dB for all the beams, with narrow −3 dB beamwidths963

around 11°–12°.964

The fan-beam radiation pattern generated by the FSSA array965

is modified by the gradient axis of the lens producing a high-966

gain pencil-beam radiation pattern. A 3-D representation of967

the pencil-beam radiation pattern obtained with the numerical968

results of the performed simulations, together with the SWBA969

Fig. 34. Simulated E-plane gain radiation patterns obtained sweeping the
frequency of P3 of the SWBA array, in steps of 1 GHz, from 57 to 66 GHz.

Fig. 35. Simulated H-plane gain radiation patterns at 61 GHz obtained
selecting individually each one of the five ports of the SWBA array.

array structure, is plotted in Fig. 33. Theoretically, an infinite 970

number of high-gain pencil beams can be obtained to scan in 971

the vertical direction, while in the horizontal dimension we 972

can pick one of the five different sets of beams, depending on 973

which one of the five ports of the array is selected, as it is 974

plotted in Fig. 35, where the radiation patterns in the H-plane 975

are shown at a frequency of 61 GHz (in which the beams are 976

pointing at 0° in elevation), to finally cover the scanning in 977

both azimuth and elevation. 978

In this sense, and in order to show the complete scan- 979

ning capabilities of the SWBA array, a 3-D representation 980

of the simulated gain radiation patterns obtained selecting 981

individually ports #3, #2, and #1, and changing the frequency 982

at each port to 57, 60, and 66 GHz (low, mid, and high 983

band frequencies, respectively) are plotted in Fig. 36. Given 984

the SWBA array symmetric structure, symmetric radiation 985

patterns pointing rightwards in azimuth are obtained selecting 986

ports #4 and #5 instead of ports #1 and #2, and therefore are 987

not shown. Alternatively, the complete set of radiation patterns 988

obtained selecting individually each one of the five ports, and 989

sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz 990

(ten patterns) at each port, is jointly plotted in Fig. 37. 991
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Fig. 36. 3-D representation of the simulated gain patterns obtained with the
SWBA selecting individually ports #3 (first row of the plot), #2 (second row),
and #1 (third row) at single frequencies of 57, 60, and 66 GHz (columns 1–3).

Fig. 37. 3-D joint representation of the complete set of simulated gain
radiation patterns obtained with the SWBA selecting each one of the five
ports (to scan over azimuth), and sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz
in steps of 1 GHz at each port (to scan over elevation).

As it is observed in Figs. 36 and 37, our numerical results992

indicate that we are able to scan a high-gain radiation pencil993

beam (up to 21–21.5 dB in the broadside direction) from994

around −55° to +55° in azimuth, by selecting one single995

port of the five available, and from around −20° to +20°996

in elevation, by sweeping the frequency from 57 to 66 GHz997

(the maximum of the beams in elevation is going from998

−12° to +12°, as it is clearly shown in Fig. 34, but at ±20° we999

still achieve up to 15 dB gain. The simulation results also indi-1000

cate that the whole structure is well matched (S11 < 10 dB)1001

for the entire frequency band, as it was expected, obtaining1002

the same simulation results as the previously reported or the1003

single FSSA array alone (thus are not plotted), because the1004

lens, which is placed at 6.25 mm (focal distance) from the slot1005

array, is not altering or modifying the FSSA array behavior in1006

this sense. Likewise, simulated total and radiation efficiencies1007

results are also quite similar to the previously reported for the1008

Fig. 38. FSSA connectorized and mounted over a PVC support. Some micro-
scopic images of the bottom layer before being stacked (with the meandering
stripline), complete design before connectorization, top layer (with the slots),
and detailed image of the signal pin together with the first two slots and the
first pin curtain, are shown in the insets.

FSSA array evaluated individually, since a low-loss substrate 1009

is used to model the lens, and therefore are not shown either. 1010

D. FSSA and SWBA Array Prototypes Fabrication 1011

1) Traveling-Wave Frequency-Scanned Slot Antenna Array: 1012

A prototype of the FSSA array has been fabricated at UPC 1013

facilities using standard photo-etching techniques on two 1014

Rogers Duroid 5880 substrate layers of 254 μm thickness. 1015

All FSSA array dimensions are specified in previous sections AQ:131016

of this paper. A photograph of the fabricated prototype, 1017

mounted over a PVC support to facilitate its electromag- 1018

netic characterization with our measurement setup, is shown 1019

in Fig. 38. 1020

A low insertion loss 1.85 mm flange jack connector is mated 1021

to each signal pin of the FSSA array. The transversal pin 1022

curtains are made from 0.2 mm diameter brass rivets, which 1023

are separated 0.5 mm center to center; they are arranged in 1024

line, as it is depicted in Fig. 29, in two different groups of six 1025

and three pins, leaving a central space between them to allow 1026

the meandering stripline pass through. The pins are soldered 1027

interconnecting the top plane, in which the slots are printed, 1028

to the bottom ground plane, going through the two substrates. 1029

2) Complete Switched Beam Antenna Array: Finally, 1030

the FSSA structure for the complete SBWA array, in which 1031

the single array is five times replied along its short dimension, 1032

has also been fabricated. A photograph of the prototype also 1033

mounted on a PVC support is shown in Fig. 39. 1034

Therefore, the complete SWBA array structure, and the 1035

different parts of the final design (e.g., the five input ports con- 1036

nectorized, with their corresponding matched resistors (r1–r5) 1037

soldered at the end of each meandering line) are identified, 1038

together with the cylindrically distributed permittivity lens 1039

placed over the array at its focal distance F with the help 1040

of a Rohacell foam structure is also shown in Fig. 39. 1041

E. Complete SWBA Measurement Results 1042

A complete set of measurements have been carried out 1043

at UPC facilities in order to assess the performance of the 1044

proposed antenna solution for millimeter-wave applications. 1045
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Fig. 39. Complete five-input port SWBA array for 60 GHz WPAN
applications, able to perform 2-D scanning of high-gain beams, mounted on
a PVC support. Images of the five-input port FSSA fabrication process are
shown in the insets.

Fig. 40. Measured E-plane (solid lines) and H-plane (dashed lines) radiation
patterns of the FSSA sweeping the frequency, from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps
of 1 GHz.

First, the FSSA array is characterized separately and, finally,1046

the complete SWBA array structure is completely tested in the1047

whole 60 GHz WPAN frequency band.1048

1) FSSA array Performance Evaluation: In the same way as1049

it has been previously realized, the radiation pattern measure-1050

ments for the FSSA array have been carried out at AntennaLab1051

facilities of the UPC with the same far-field setup depicted1052

in Fig. 11. The measured E-plane gain radiation patterns1053

obtained from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, are plotted1054

in Fig. 40. As it is observed, with the fabricated prototype we1055

are able to scan the maximum of the beam from −10° to +9°,1056

with remarkable gain values above 14 dB for all scanning1057

angles, with a maximum of 16.4 dB at 66 GHz, with 10° of1058

beam steering. Moreover, we are able to scan the radiation1059

beam from −18° to +16° with at least 10 dB gain. SLL are1060

below −10 dB in most of the cases and around −8.5 dB1061

in the worst case, at 59 GHz, with −3 dB beamwidths1062

between 11° and 13°.1063

The measured H-plane gain radiation pattern, which is1064

the typical broad radiation pattern obtained for a single slot1065

antenna, as it was expected, is also plotted (dashed line)1066

Fig. 41. Simulated and measured S-parameters comparison for the FSSA
array in the whole frequency band of interest.

Fig. 42. Computed loss efficiency by using measured gain and simulated
directivity results of the FSSA array in the whole frequency band of interest.

in Fig. 40, for a frequency of 61 GHz, in which the beam 1067

is pointing at 0° in elevation, thus allowing the measurement 1068

in the xz plane with our setup (see Fig. 11). Additionally, 1069

the measured cross-polarization level of the FSSA array is 1070

around −20 dB below copolarization level. 1071

The measured S-parameters of the FSSA array, after apply- 1072

ing a full two-port SOLT calibration in the Agilent N5247A 1073

VNA, are plotted in Fig. 41 for the whole frequency band 1074

of interest. As it is shown, there is a very good agreement 1075

between simulation and measurement results; the FSSA is 1076

well matched and, since the measured transmission coeffi- 1077

cient (S21/S12) is below −10 dB, it is supposed that most part 1078

of the power is being radiated from the slots to the freespace, 1079

as we previously pointed out. 1080

Going further in this sense, the estimated loss efficiency is 1081

plotted in Fig. 42, also computed from CST simulation results 1082

of the directivity, and measured gain values in the whole 1083

WPAN frequency band. The efficiency values, above 60%, and 1084

up to 80%, confirm the hypothesis that most part of the power 1085

is being correctly radiated. Also note that the measured S11 and 1086

S22 parameters are not identical because of small imperfections 1087

in the FSSA array fabrication process. 1088

2) Complete Switched-Beam Antenna Array Characteriza- 1089

tion: In this section, the electromagnetic characterization of 1090
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Fig. 43. Measured E-plane gain radiation patterns obtained sweeping the
frequency, from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, selecting the third
port (central linear array) of the SWBA array.

Fig. 44. Measured H-plane gain radiation patterns obtained at a frequency
of 61 GHz, selecting individually each one of the five ports of the SWBA
array.

the complete SWBA array structure, based on the previously1091

presented and evaluated dielectric flat lens and FSSA array1092

in its complete five-input port configuration, has also been1093

carried out at AntennaLab facilities. A photograph of the final1094

SWBA array prototype mounted on a PVC-Rohacell support1095

to facilitate the measurements is shown in Fig. 39.1096

Similarly, as in previous sections, the gain radiation patternsAQ:14 1097

of the SWBA array have been measured for different antenna1098

configurations, from 57 to 66 GHz, in steps of 1 GHz, with the1099

setup shown in Fig. 11. The E-plane gain radiation patterns1100

obtained selecting the third port (central linear array of the five1101

available), and sweeping the frequency are plotted in Fig. 43.1102

The H-plane radiation patterns obtained selecting each one of1103

the five ports separately, at a fixed frequency of 61 GHz in1104

which the beams are pointing 0° in elevation, thus having their1105

maximums in the xz plane, are plotted in Fig. 44.1106

As it is observed in Fig. 43, by sweeping the frequency,1107

with the fabricated SWBA array prototype we are able to scan1108

the maximum of the beam from −10° to +9°, with high-1109

gain values around 18 dB and above for all the scanning1110

TABLE VIII

SUMMARY OF SWBA ARRAY PERFORMANCE AT 60 GHz
BAND SELECTING PORT #3 (CENTRAL PORT)

angles, and up to 20.4 dB at 66 GHz, when the beam is 1111

steered at +9°. It is also remarkable that for wider scanning 1112

angles, from −21° to +20°, we still have at least 10 dB 1113

gain. SLL are, at least, below −9.25 dB in the worst case, 1114

and below −12 dB in general, with −3 dB beamwidths 1115

between 11.5° and 13°. To facilitate the reading, the measured 1116

radiation pattern parameters of the SWBA array (maximum 1117

gain for each beam (Gmax), scanning angles (θ°scan), half- 1118

power beamwidths (
θ−3 dB), and SLL) are summarized 1119

in Table VIII. 1120

Additionally, the measured cross-polarization level is around 1121

−20 dB below copolarization level, as in the case of the 1122

FSSA array, because the lens is not affecting in this sense 1123

the performance of the combination. 1124

As it is also observed from Fig. 44, selecting each one 1125

of the five ports, we are able to scan a high-gain radiation 1126

beam from −54° to +54° in the azimuth plane, obtaining 1127

more than 16.5 dB for this wide scanning angle, and still 1128

having 10 dB gain at ±65°. In the broadside direction we 1129

achieve a considerable value over 20 dB gain. Therefore, five 1130

different sets of high-gain radiation beams can be selected to 1131

scan in the azimuth plane from −54° to +54°, while at the 1132

same time an infinite number of beams can be generated in 1133

the elevation plane to scan from −10° to +9° with around 1134

18–20 dB gain. In general, very good agreement is observed 1135

between the obtained radiation pattern measurement results 1136

in both planes and the estimated in advance from numerical 1137

simulations. Thus, despite we are not able to measure the 1138

complete 3-D gain radiation patterns for the SWBA array, 1139

the 3-D representation of the complete set of simulated gain 1140

radiation patterns plotted in previous Figs. 36 and 37, seems 1141

to be an accurate estimation, since the observed agreement 1142

between measurements and simulations in the E-plane and 1143

H-plane cuts is very good. 1144

The reflection coefficients (S11,S22,S33,S44, and S55) of the 1145

SWBA array for the five input ports have also been measured, 1146

obtaining approximately the same measurement results as for 1147

the S11 of the FSSA array plotted in Fig. 41, because the lens 1148

placed at focal distance is not affecting the performance in this 1149

sense, and therefore are not shown due to space constraints. 1150

Finally, the estimated loss efficiency of the SWBA array is 1151

also reported in Fig. 45, computed again from CST simulation 1152

results of the directivity and measured gain values, since 1153
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Fig. 45. Computed loss efficiency by using measured gain and simulated
directivity results of the SWBA array in the whole frequency band of interest.

with our measurement setup we are not able to measure the1154

complete 3-D radiation patterns in order to integrate the whole1155

power to obtain directly the directivity or the efficiency. As it1156

is observed, good values around 60%–70% and above are1157

estimated in the whole frequency band of interest, also con-1158

firming the previously obtained simulation results. Moreover,1159

very good bandwidth performance is also observed in Fig. 45,1160

with gain slightly increasing in frequency, thus also validating1161

the previously reported numerical results.1162

VII. CONCLUSION1163

The design, numerical analysis, LTCC fabrication, and full1164

experimental verification of new inhomogeneous gradient-1165

index dielectric flat lens antennas for future high data rate1166

5G millimeter-wave wireless communication systems have1167

been presented. Two novel dielectric flat lenses with their1168

effective parameters circularly and cylindrically distributed1169

to provide high-gain pencil-beam and fan-beam radiation1170

patterns, respectively, are designed and fabricated in LTCC1171

technology to allow beam-scanning along both theta and phi1172

directions, despite their planar antenna profile implementation.1173

The two new LTCC dielectric flat lens antennas have been1174

exhaustively evaluated and compared to a previously intro-1175

duced TMM6 material flat lens [11], showing in all cases very1176

good performance in terms of radiation pattern parameters:1177

maximum measured gain (between 15 and 18 dB), beam-1178

steering capabilities in both planes (between approximately1179

−50° and +50°), and low SLL (below −10 dB in most of1180

the cases and below −15 and −17.5 dB for the broadside1181

direction); estimated efficiencies (over 70%–80%), impedance1182

matching, and broadband behavior in the whole frequency1183

band of interest (57–66 GHz).1184

Additionally, a TDS system has been used to practically1185

evaluate the permittivity profile achieved with the LTCC man-1186

ufacturing process, which, to our best knowledge, has never1187

been proved before, and even less stacking up to 31 layers of1188

dielectric material, obtaining very good results to confirm the1189

feasibility of fabricating inhomogeneous gradient-index lenses1190

with a desired permittivity profile and planar structure in a1191

mass production technology. The potential integration of the1192

presented dielectric flat lenses in a complete antenna solution1193

with a layer of radiating elements to create a single monolithic 1194

structure in LTCC technology has been confirmed as feasible. 1195

Then, the performance of the considered lenses has also 1196

been experimentally evaluated and compared to a ten-element 1197

ULA of omni-directional antennas applying a beamforming 1198

technique, and to a single omni-directional antenna in real 1199

60 GHz WPAN indoor environment under LOS and OLOS 1200

conditions, obtaining remarkable results in terms of measured 1201

received power and RMS delay spread. 1202

It has been practically demonstrated that in a real 1203

millimeter-wave communication scenario the best results in 1204

terms of relative received power are achieved in all the 1205

considered cases, despite the wide steering angle in which Rx 1206

antenna is placed respect to the Tx, with the TMM6 flat lens, 1207

closely followed by the circular LTCC lens, and in any case 1208

improving the results obtained with the ten-element ULA. 1209

Moreover, the experimental analysis also indicate that in 1210

terms of RMS delay spread, the best results are obtained 1211

with the cylindrically distributed parameters flat lens, which 1212

provides a steerable fan-beam radiation pattern, a remarkable 1213

result because enhances the coherence bandwidth to improve 1214

the capacity in a wireless transmission system. In this sense, 1215

the measured RMS delay spread can be up to 15 times smaller 1216

using the proposed cylindrical LTCC flat lens compared to the 1217

RMS delay spread obtained with the virtual ULA, when, in a 1218

LOS situation, a wide angle between Tx and Rx is established. 1219

Additionally, the complexity in the implementation of the 1220

proposed LTCC-based lens antenna solution, which is consid- 1221

erably lower compared to the difficulty in the implementation 1222

of beam-forming techniques for phased-array antennas, has 1223

also to be taken into account as an important point. It has 1224

been experimentally demonstrated their practical application 1225

as smart antenna solution for high data rate 5G millimeter- 1226

wave commercial systems, not only for mobile devices such 1227

as tablets, laptops, or other similar medium-sized devices but 1228

also as a possible solution for APs, or even for outdoor BSs, 1229

due to their planar antenna configuration and 2-D scanning 1230

capability of high-gain radiation beams. 1231

Finally, in order to propose and evaluate a practical appli- 1232

cation of the introduced lenses for an antenna system, a new 1233

switched beam antenna array concept based on the novel 1234

LTCC dielectric flat lens with the permittivity cylindrically 1235

distributed, and on a traveling-wave FSSA has been intro- 1236

duced, numerically investigated, fabricated, and successfully 1237

practically assessed for future 5G applications at 60 GHz band. 1238

The dielectric flat lens and the frequency-scanned array have 1239

been exhaustively tested, first separately, and after that together 1240

as the complete SWBA array, showing in all cases very good 1241

performance in terms of radiation pattern parameters, beam- 1242

steering capabilities in both theta and phi planes, measured 1243

gain values, efficiencies, impedance matching, and broadband 1244

behavior in the whole frequency band of interest (57–66 GHz). 1245

The potential integration of the proposed complete antenna 1246

solution in a single monolithic structure has been demon- 1247

strated. This technology is suitable and allows mass production 1248

for a flat antenna structure such as the proposed in this paper, 1249

which is very interesting in order to integrate the solution in 1250

compact millimeter-wave wireless mobile devices. 1251
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In contrast to other antenna alternatives, with the proposed1252

solution we are able to scan high-gain radiation beams in both1253

azimuth and elevation planes, necessary for supporting high1254

data rate transmissions (>1.5 Gbps) as it is recommended in1255

the IEEE 802.15.3c standard, and additionally avoiding the1256

need of high number of integrated RF switches to perform1257

such 2-D radiation pattern reconfiguration.1258
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